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Abstract

Mercury (Hg) is a naturally occurring element with a complex biogeochemical cycle. Forests act as net sinks for both carbon (C) and Hg as foliage accumulates Hg with time. Litterfall represents a main input of C and Hg into forest soils. My aim was to investigate how foliage type (coniferous, deciduous) governs the input of Hg into forests with a field-based study that measured Hg accumulation over a growing season, and then investigate the storage and release of Hg from foliar tissues into soil with a laboratory-based incubation experiment. Results from the field-based study demonstrate deciduous leaves have more linear Hg uptake rates than conifer needles after the first growing season. Results from the incubation study suggest that Hg release is a function of decomposition influenced by litter type. Understanding how vegetation influences Hg cycles in forests is important for understanding how climate change will impact forest Hg cycles.
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Summary for Lay Audience

Mercury (Hg) is a metal that can be found everywhere in the natural environment. The atmosphere transports gaseous Hg globally, which can then be incorporated into foliage. As such, Hg accumulates in vegetation (e.g. leaves and needles) over time, and enters the soil system when this plant tissues die or senesce, such as during autumn litterfall events. The overall goal of my thesis was to investigate the controls on Hg input, storage, and release in tree vegetation in the boreal forest. My thesis first investigated the rates of Hg accumulation in two common boreal forest tree types representing conifer needles (black spruce) and deciduous leaves (white birch). The deciduous leaves accumulated Hg relatively linearly over the growing season, however the conifer needles did not, probably because deciduous leaves display a more continuous growth pattern. My second objective was to investigate how Hg is released from leaves and needles into soil during decomposition and the influence of temperature on this release. I conducted a laboratory-based experiment to monitor Hg concentrations that were released from the leaves and needles for three months. My results suggest that litter type controls decomposition and subsequent Hg release rates from leaves and needles. Overall, because of a higher rate of Hg accumulation, larger annual litter inputs, and more rapid release from the tissues, deciduous leaves cycle Hg through forest systems at different rates than coniferous needles. Understanding Hg flux (uptake and release) in forest systems based on dominant vegetation type is important for forecasting how Hg cycles will change and lead to better predictions for the recovery times of contaminated watersheds. My results are significant because the dominate tree type in forests is changing as deciduous tree ranges shift northward under climate warming. Coupled with an increase in temperature, the implication is a greater Hg flux (uptake and release) in the boreal forest in the near future.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction

1.1 Mercury as a global pollutant

Mercury (Hg) is a trace element that is found ubiquitously in air, soil, water and biota, and is the only metal that can be found in all three phases at standard temperature and pressure. In solid, liquid, and gaseous phases it can be found in three oxidation phases: Hg(0), Hg(I), and Hg(II) (Krabbenhoft et al., 2005). Mercury enters and circulates in the atmosphere in its gaseous form from both natural and anthropogenic sources. Natural sources of gaseous Hg include volcanos, volatilization from mercuriferous minerals, and forest fires. Since the industrial revolution, anthropogenic sources of Hg have increased concentrations in the atmosphere by between two and three times (United Nations Environment Programme [UNEP], 2018), with main sources historically being coal combustion, metal smelting, incinerators, and cement production (UNEP, 2018). The fugitive release (i.e. unintentional release) of gaseous Hg from artisanal small-scale gold mining is now the largest anthropogenic source of Hg to the atmosphere (UNEP, 2018).

North American background atmospheric Hg concentrations are generally in the range of 1.2-1.3 ng m$^{-3}$ (Zhang et al., 2016). Speciation of Hg in the atmosphere is complex, and an important control on its residence time and deposition pathway. The dominant species is gaseous elemental Hg (GEM, Hg(0)$_g$), which generally makes up over 95% of total gaseous Hg in the atmosphere (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998, Driscoll et al., 2013). With a residence time of 6-9 months, Hg(0)$_g$ can circulate hemispherically, making Hg truly a global pollutant (Lindberg et al., 2007). Other forms of Hg in the atmosphere including gaseous oxidized Hg (GOM, Hg(II)$_g$) and particle bound Hg (PBM, Hg(II)$_s$) are more rapidly deposited, usually associated with local emission sources, and make up a much smaller fraction of total atmospheric Hg (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998, Driscoll et al., 2013).
1.2 Mercury accumulation and sequestration in forests

As Hg cycles in the atmosphere it can be deposited on surfaces including on vegetation and soils. Forests as a whole are considered net sinks for atmospheric Hg as the metal accumulates in both soil and vegetation (Stamenkovic et al., 2008, Obrist et al., 2011, Demers et al., 2013). Foliage in forests present large surface areas with high aerodynamic resistance compared to other environments like open fields making the canopy a significant sink for atmospheric Hg (Zhang et al., 2009). Some Hg deposition is in the form of Hg(II)$_s$ or Hg(II)$_g$, which are deposited on the cuticle of leaves, although both of these forms are associated with local sources and in pristine locations contribute to a small portion of overall atmospheric Hg and subsequent Hg in leaf tissues (Millhollen et al., 2006, Wright et al., 2016). Due to the prevalence of Hg(0)$_g$ in the atmosphere and uptake processes, most Hg in leaves is Hg(0)$_g$ in origin (Millhollen et al., 2006, Wright et al., 2016). Processes such as stomatal uptake are responsible for the exchange and subsequent incorporation of Hg into foliage tissues (Stamenkovic and Gustin, 2009). While some of this Hg is incorporated into leaf tissue as Hg(II), reduced back to Hg(0), and then reemitted to the atmosphere (Yuan et al., 2019), overall Hg accumulates in foliage tissues with time (Grigal, 2002, Rea et al., 2002, Assad et al., 2016).

There are strong seasonal trends in atmospheric Hg(0)$_g$ concentrations with the highest concentrations found in winter and lowest occurring in the summer months in the northern hemisphere. Previous hypotheses to explain this attributed increased fossil fuel combustion and energy consumption in winter (a main Hg source to the atmosphere) and increased oxidation of Hg(0)$_g$ in summer, but a recent study linked the seasonal growth of vegetation with Hg(0)$_g$ concentrations (Jiskra et al., 2018). Jiskra et al. (2018) concluded terrestrial vegetation acts as a global pump for Hg(0)$_g$, which contributes not only to lower levels during the summer growing season but has also contributed to an overall reduction in atmospheric concentrations over the last 20 years due to forest growth. Therefore, the future of global carbon (C) stocks may be intimately linked to Hg atmospheric concentrations (Obrist, 2007, Jiskra et al., 2018).

At the end of the growing season for deciduous tree species and on variable yearly cycles for conifers, senescence of foliage that has accumulated Hg ensues. Timing of senescence
depends on many factors including species, climate, and geography, and it can be triggered by both endogenous and exogenous factors (Lim et al., 2007). During senescence plants resorb nutrients from the leaf to put towards other processes like seed development. This resorption is coupled with the turnover of chlorophyll pigment that causes many green leaves to turn yellow and brown (Kikuzawa and Lechowicz, 2011). While the cycling of nutrients in plants is understood, what remains unclear is the fate of the Hg in leaf tissue during these degenerative processes. Following senescence, leaves and needles abscise from the branch and the collective process is called litterfall. Different biomes experience peaks in litterfall at different times of the year with the boreal forest experiencing a peak in autumn (Zhang et al., 2014). This litterfall event is mainly triggered by declining solar radiation (Zhang et al., 2014) and lower temperatures characteristic of northern latitudes (Kramer et al., 2000).

The boreal zone covers approximately 1.890 billion hectares globally, of which approximately 28% is located in Canada (Brant et al., 2013). The boreal ecozone has been defined as the broad, circumpolar vegetation zone that occurs at northern latitudes, covered primarily with forests and other wooded lands (Brandt, 2009). Due to its northern latitudes, this ecozone is projected to experience more intense climate warming than biomes at southern latitudes (Price et al., 2013). The majority of research focusing on forest Hg cycles has been conducted in forests that have atmospheric Hg concentrations several times higher than the boreal forest (e.g. Zhou et al., 2019 and Du et al., 2019 in China; Barquero et al., 2019 in Spain) and in other forest types (e.g. Ma et al., 2017 in subtropical forest; Demers et al., 2007 in temperate forest) that experience different climates and species composition, and thus different patterns of carbon cycling. Because of the higher overall Hg concentrations and larger portion of atmospheric Hg made up of Hg(II)$_s$ and Hg(II)$_g$ present in studies conducted in these areas, and because of differing C cycling patterns, it is difficult to determine how the processes of Hg cycling the boreal forest differs from other forest systems. These factors around atmospheric Hg variation and C cycling make understanding present Hg cycling in the boreal forest important to contribute to current gaps in the literature as well as understanding how this the Hg cycle for this expansive zone will be impacted by climate change.
1.3 Decomposition and mercury inputs to soil systems

Mercury’s complex biogeochemical cycle is tightly linked with C cycling in catchments, as Hg in forest ecosystems is largely sequestered with organic matter. Litterfall is the main input of C and nutrients to forest soils and plays an important role in global C cycling (Cornwell et al., 2008). Because foliage accumulates Hg over time, in the autumn when leaves and some needles drop from trees, litterfall also represents a major input of Hg into forest soils (Grigal, 2002, Rea et al., 2002, Assad et al., 2016). The input of both C and Hg into the organic horizons and the soil pool is governed by decomposition processes that break down organic matter. General trends in decomposition processes are observed on global scales across different biomes, and these provide models with estimations of decomposition rates although there are still considerable knowledge gaps surrounding decomposition. Similarly, while litterfall is understood to be a main input of Hg into forest soils there is little research into its release from litter tissues into soil organic matter (SOM). Overall, climate exerts a large control on decomposition rate at broad geographic scales, while litter quality, commonly reported as C to nitrogen (N) ratio (C:N), N content, and lignin content, better explains rate variation at a forest stand level (Berg et al., 1993).

Decomposition processes occur over a range of timescales, but follow defined phases as fresh, plant materials are incorporated into the soil system. It remains unclear if it is a continuous process, or at what point Hg is released from litter tissues. Carbon compounds can be lost from the soil system via heterotrophic respiration of the microbial community, leaching, and erosion, while N compounds can similarly be lost through leaching and denitrification. Carbon compounds can become stabilized (i.e. material that resists further transformation and decreases loss of C) in soils through microbial processing and through the formation of organo-mineral complexes (Cotrufo et al., 2013, Lehmann and Kleber, 2015). However, soil C can also be destabilized (increase in losses of C) during decomposition (Sollins et al., 1996), and there remains uncertainty around the specific factors that govern whether or not plant-derived C is directed into the stable SOM pool or is re-mineralized into carbon dioxide. Different models propose decomposition and SOM formation at different time scales and rates (Lehmann and Kleber, 2015), and also link
the above ground (plants) and below ground (microbes) communities, and their interactions, to these controls on decomposition (Wardle, 2004). Studies that have examined Hg concentration and distribution based on soil horizon have consistently observed the highest Hg concentrations in the upper litter and organic horizons (e.g. Juillerat et al., 2012, Obrist et al., 2012, Blackwell and Driscoll, 2015), suggesting the Hg is derived from foliage and can be flushed from the litter pool before migrating to lower horizons.

The accumulation of SOM in soil depends not only on input amounts but also the quality of the input and rate of decomposition (Berg et al., 2001). As foliage type influences Hg accumulation before litterfall, organic tissues fall to the ground with different Hg concentrations. Litter type is then a main control of decomposition and likely influences the rate and overall amount of Hg released from these tissues. Ultimately, the processes that dominate in a system are influenced by many direct (such as microbial activity or soil particle aggregation) and indirect controls (such as pH or temperature) (Sollins et al., 1996). Together, with the accessibility of the compounds and their recalcitrance, these factors dictate the interactions between C compounds and the microbial community that ultimately breaks downs litter into SOM (Sollins et al., 1996). Dissolved organic matter (DOM) (i.e. soluble organic molecules < 0.45 μm) is also a product of decomposition and plays a major role in the transport of pollutants, including Hg, which Hg binds strongly to (Kalbitz et al., 2000, Ravichandran, 2004, Jiang et al., 2015). Conditions that results in enhanced mineralization and production of DOM (i.e. decomposition) could facilitate the transport of Hg from forest soil pools to downstream environments.

It is well established that litterfall is a main input of Hg into forest soils (Demers et al., 2007, Bushey et al., 2008, Du et al., 2019) but overall Hg dynamics within the forest ecosystem have knowledge gaps. The most mechanistic Hg flux model at a forest stand scale is Demers et al. (2007) who attempted to track Hg fluxes in deciduous and coniferous Adirondack forests. Demers et al. (2007), as others (e.g. Rea et al., 2000, Risch et al., 2012), found throughfall — deposited Hg on leaves that is washed off during precipitation events and then falls to the ground — to be the other major input of Hg into forest soil. Demers et al. (2007) also found throughfall to be more important in
coniferous dominated forests, highlighting a need for further research in different forest types. This is consistent with a 2012 study by Fisher and Wolfe that found throughfall to have greater Hg concentrations in conifer-dominated forests. While throughfall and litterfall are the major sources of Hg to soil system, there is a gap in the literature on the processes governing accumulation before litterfall and the subsequent storage and release of Hg from litter into forest soils.

1.4 Climate change implications for forest mercury cycles

Finally, both Hg and C cycling will be widely impacted by a changing climate. Increased atmospheric temperatures are expected to weaken global atmospheric Hg circulation and because the majority of anthropogenic Hg emissions are distant from the boreal forest, atmospheric concentrations are likely to change (Krabbenhoft and Sunderland, 2013, UNEP, 2018). Land use, technology, and energy industry change will also alter anthropogenic emissions Hg cycles, with estimates of Hg emissions projected to either increase or decrease by 2050 depending largely on the future energy sector in Asia (Streets et al., 2009, Krabbenhoft and Sunderland, 2013). There are also projected to be additional inputs from increases in forest fires and increased Hg evasion from the ocean further complicating Hg emissions forecasts (Krabbenhoft and Sunderland, 2013). These contribute to uncertain feedbacks on the fate of Hg globally as well as in forest ecosystems (Obrist et al., 2018).

Similarly, shifting plant communities and predicted increased rates of decomposition will alter C and Hg cycling. Specifically, for the boreal forest, it is widely anticipated that climate change (i.e. increased global temperatures) will lead to a plant species composition shift as deciduous trees expand their range northward (Cramer et al., 2001, McKenney et al., 2007, 2011). As Hg uptake rates in foliage are different depending on tree type and species this could change Hg and C inputs into the soil. A shift to deciduous dominated species would also change the quantity and quality of annual litter inputs into forest soils, which the fate of Hg is closely related to. Finally, decomposition rates will change with increasing temperatures and changing precipitation regimes in the boreal forest (Trumbore, 1997, Soja et al., 2007) so the residence time of Hg in the soil may be impacted.


1.5 Thesis objectives and rationales

Because Hg is intimately linked with vegetation, decomposition processes and soil C, it is important to understand the relationship between soil C and SOM-bound Hg, and how climate change will impact C and Hg cycling together. There remains uncertainty around the accumulation of Hg in foliage as well as the patterns of Hg release from litter into forest soils, especially for the boreal zone as much of the literature of Hg cycling in forests are in other ecozones. In this thesis I investigate Hg accumulation in tree needle and leaf tissues over a summer growing season, and the subsequent dynamics of Hg release from coniferous and deciduous tissues into soils for the southern boreal forest.

The objectives of my thesis were to:

1. Quantify plant tissue Hg accumulation patterns over one growing season based on tree type (deciduous; coniferous) and to determine whether foliar uptake of Hg(0) is an active or passive process by comparing tissue levels to established passive air samplers for atmospheric Hg (Chapter 2),

2. Determine the influence of tree litter type (deciduous and coniferous) and temperature on Hg release from forest litter (Chapter 3).

To address objective one, I conducted a field based observational study (Chapter 2) examining Hg accumulation in deciduous species (white birch, *Betula papyrifera* Marshall) and coniferous (black spruce, *Picea mariana* Mill. (L.)) foliage over one growing season. To address objective two, I conducted a laboratory-based incubation experiment examining Hg release from different boreal forest litter types (white birch) and coniferous needles (black spruce and jack pine, *Pinus banksiana* Lamb.) into soils at different temperatures.
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Chapter 2

Foliage type controls mercury accumulation over the growing season

2.1 Introduction

Mercury (Hg) is emitted to and circulates in the atmosphere in predominantly gaseous forms. Gaseous elemental Hg (GEM, Hg(0)\textsubscript{g}) generally makes up over 95% of total Hg in the atmosphere (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998, Driscoll et al., 2013). Other forms of Hg in the atmosphere including gaseous oxidized Hg (GOM, Hg(II)\textsubscript{g}) and particle bound Hg (PBM, Hg(II)\textsubscript{s}), are more rapidly deposited closer to emission sources, and are a smaller fraction of total atmospheric Hg (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998, Driscoll et al., 2013).

Mercury is constantly being exchanged between the atmosphere and the Earth’s surface, including soils and vegetation, with Hg(II)\textsubscript{s} rapidly stripped from the atmosphere by condensation and wet deposition and Hg(II)\textsubscript{a} adsorption to leaf surfaces (Millhollen et al., 2006). The Hg on the leaf cuticle can be volatilized to its gaseous elemental form and re-emitted (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998, Yuan et al., 2019). Despite re-emissions, undisturbed forests are a net sink for Hg as Hg is sequestered in both soil and vegetation (Stamenkovic and Gustin, 2009, Obrist et al., 2011, Demers et al., 2013). The forest canopy sequesters atmospheric Hg because of the large surface area and high aerodynamic resistance (Zhang et al., 2009).

Research has shown that much of this sequestration in vegetation is not solely due to surface deposition and sorption but also uptake processes by which Hg is incorporated into the foliar tissue. The application of natural abundance stable Hg isotope techniques has demonstrated that the incorporation of Hg(0)\textsubscript{g} is the dominant fraction of Hg in leaves of various tree species rather than Hg(II) deposited on the surface (Yuan et al., 2019). The most well understood pathway is stomatal exchange (Stamenkovic and Gustin, 2009). Through this process Hg is taken into the leaf when the stomata are open to facilitate gas exchange and incorporated into leaf tissues, predominantly in stomatal and epidermal cell walls (Millhollen et al., 2006, Stamenkovic et al., 2008, Stamenkovic and Gustin, 2009). While stomatal uptake is identified as the main pathway for gaseous Hg
uptake in foliage (Stamenkovic and Gustin, 2009, Assad et al., 2016), there have been fewer experiments investigating incorporation of Hg into conifer needle tissues. Mercury can also be assimilated into foliar tissues through non-stomatal uptake although these pathways are not well defined (Stamenkovic and Gustin, 2009, Arnold et al., 2018). Laacouri et al. (2013) suggested that for deciduous species, Hg(0) uptake is predominantly through the stomata while the leaf cuticle is responsible for uptake of ionic forms of Hg as the cuticle has both polar and non-polar routes that could potentially transport both non-polar Hg(0) and polar Hg(II), although the authors note this requires further study. Additional observations of Hg exchange between tissues with the atmosphere in darkness when stomatal conductance is low (Stamenkovic and Gustin, 2009), and similar accumulation rates between species with different stomatal conductance (Frescholtz and Gustin, 2004) suggests non-stomatal uptake processes play an important role in Hg uptake.

Several studies have investigated potential translocation of Hg from soils into plant biomass through roots, but evidence indicates that this is not an important pathway. Experiments have been conducted that have grown a range of plant species (e.g. Frescholtz et al., 2003 [aspen and pine trees]; Niu et al., 2011 [maize and wheat]; Assad et al., 2016 [poplar trees]; and Arnold et al., 2018 [pine trees]) in growing media spiked with Hg. None of these studies found any significant correlation between foliage tissue and growing media Hg concentrations. From these studies, coupled with low Hg concentrations in xylem (Bishop, 1998), uptake of Hg has been established to be almost exclusively through atmospheric pathways (Bishop, 1998, Assad et al., 2016).

Mercury accumulates in foliage tissue over the growing season (Grigal, 2002, Rea et al., 2002, Assad et al., 2016), but the Hg accumulation rate varies among tree types (Graydon et al., 2008) and is influenced by meteorological factors as well as atmospheric Hg concentrations (Yuan et al., 2019). Coniferous needles often have higher Hg concentration as a result of the increased exposure to the atmosphere because of a multi-year turnover time (Niu et al., 2011, Blackwell and Driscoll, 2015), although the leaves of deciduous species may play a more active role in gaseous Hg exchange due to greater stomatal conductance and/or larger leaf specific area resulting in more rapid Hg
accumulation (Millhollen et al., 2006). Vertical gradients of Hg have been observed in the canopy, and within-tree variation of Hg concentration in leaf tissues indicates that there are both regional and local scale factors that influence Hg concentrations and leaf accumulation (Stupple, 2009, Siwik et al., 2009).

Since atmospheric Hg concentrations are an important control on foliar Hg concentrations (Graydon et al., 2006), knowing background Hg concentrations is critical to understanding Hg uptake. There has been interest and research into whether organic tissues (e.g. Kang et al., 2019 investigated tree rings) can act as effective passive air samplers (PAS) because until recently with the development of the Mercury Passive Air Sampler (Tekran® MerPAS), atmospheric monitoring of Hg was expensive, and required a reliable electricity source and trained personnel to operate the instruments (McLagan et al., 2016a). The MerPASs require minimal investment comparatively. They can be deployed virtually anywhere, not needing a power source, extensive training or constant monitoring, and only require laboratory analysis after retrieval. While the MerPASs only measure Hg(0), this species makes up the majority of atmospheric Hg and because both Hg(II) and Hg(II) are not readily transported long distances (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998, Driscoll et al., 2013), the use of MerPAS is especially appropriate in remote, pristine areas. Finally, as stable isotopes have demonstrated that Hg(0) is the dominant source of Hg in foliage tissue (Yuan et al., 2019), MerPASs are an ideal comparison for foliar uptake.

Another factor contributing to the potentially more important role of deciduous vegetation in the Hg cycle is annual senescence. This is a highly regulated series of both degenerative processes and recycling processes whereby nutrients are resorbed by trees from leaves to put towards other processes like seed development (Gan and Amasino, 1997). Senescence can be triggered by both endogenous factors such as fruiting, as well as exogenous, environmental factors (e.g. drought, temperature, photoperiod) (Gan and Amasino, 1997). One of the main physiological changes that occurs early in senescence is the breakdown of the chloroplasts (Lim et al., 2007). A significant portion of nitrogen (N) in a leaf is in the chloroplasts so with the onset of senescence, N is resorbed from the leaf (Makino and Osmond 1991, Gan and Amasino, 1997). During senescence the plant
resorbs N and other nutrients from the leaf to put towards other processes, and this resorption is coupled with the turnover of chlorophyll pigment that causes many green leaves to turn yellow and brown (Kikuzawa and Lechowicz, 2011). Immediately following senescence, abscission (the separation of the leaf from the plant) occurs, and when this occurs on a large scale the collective process is known as litterfall.

Litterfall comprises a major input of soil Hg (Grigal, 2002, Rea et al., 2002, Assad et al., 2016) via the delivery of Hg to soils during leaf tissue decomposition. Some of the deposited Hg on foliage is washed off during precipitation events and then falls to the ground as throughfall, which is the other major input of Hg into forest soils (Rea et al., 2000, Demers et al., 2007, Risch et al., 2012). Demers et al. (2007) concluded that throughfall was a more important pathway of Hg to the forest floor in conifer dominated forests and more work was needed comparing Hg uptake between leaves and needles and their subsequent Hg inputs to the forest floor.

Studies have observed the accumulation of Hg in leaf tissue in the field although this has largely been observed on a broad scale with few time points or with the collection of fallen litter. To date there has not been high definition sampling for leaves and needles to investigate Hg uptake, and there is considerably less literature on Hg uptake in conifer needles. Similarly, there is a knowledge gap in comparing Hg uptake in leaves and needles to determine if uptake in foliage approximates passive uptake. The objectives of this study were to:

1) Quantify spatial patterns (vertical in canopy and laterally across multiple plots) of foliar Hg concentrations and accumulation rates in two common boreal deciduous and coniferous tree species over a full growing season from leaf out to senescence;

2) Compare these Hg accumulation rates in foliage to that of a verified Hg(0)g Passive Air Sampler (PAS) to determine if Hg concentration approximates passive uptake in leaves and needles;

3) Compare changing Hg concentrations in foliage with percent C and percent N content by mass and changing C:N ratios to determine the relationship between
foliage quality with Hg accumulation and how these relationships change during senescence.

These data will provide insights into Hg cycling patterns in the boreal forest. The data will provide comparison in accumulation rates of Hg between dominant boreal tree species and how they relate to different foliage quality. It will also provide insights to what happens to the Hg that accumulates in foliage during senescence before the foliage falls to the ground and can enter the soil pool. These data will contribute to understanding the controlling factors on the Hg inputs to forest soils.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Study site

The study site was located at 48.349381° N; 85.353414° W in the southern boreal forest near White River, ON. This site is mixed broad leaf deciduous and coniferous forest, approximately 70 years since regeneration after fire, adjacent to several wetlands (McLaughlin, 2009). The dominant tree species in the mixed wood forest are white birch (Betula papyrifera), balsam fir (Abies balsamea Mill.), and black spruce (Picea mariana). The soil is Typic Haplorthod based on USDA-NRCS classification, which are common to the boreal forest and found under deciduous and coniferous tree stands (McLaughlin, 2009). There are no identified point Hg sources in the region that would influence ambient atmospheric Hg concentrations.

2.2.2 Experimental design and vegetation sampling

In the summer of 2019, a 12 m aluminum scaffolding tower was erected in the forest stand. The tower had an internally framed ladder system to four platform heights: lower (3.7 m), mid-lower (5.8 m), mid-upper (7.9 m), and upper (10 m). The location of the tower was selected to maximize access to each of the dominant tree species of the site. I sampled black spruce needles from each platform height, and white birch leaves at the upper three levels. There were no branches with white birch leaves at the lower (3.7 m) height that were close enough to the tower to sample as the trees adjacent to the tower were more mature and their canopy started higher up. To evaluate the degree of
local-scale spatial variability in leaf Hg in the two tree species, four additional sampling locations were established ~30 m from the tower in each cardinal direction (hereafter referred to as the ‘radial’ sites). The radial sites captured a range of canopy density/maturity in the forest stand. The North Site was on the edge of the forest stand and had an open canopy relative to the other sites. The East Site and South Site were in denser forest with a closed mature upper canopy, and the West Site was near to the forest edge with an intermediate canopy cover. At each of these radial sites, white birch and black spruce were sampled at a height of approximately 3.7 m above the ground. As there was no scaffold installation at the radial sites, this was the maximum height possible to sample from the ground using a pruning rod with stainless steel blades.

Leaves (white birch) and new needles (black spruce) were sampled weekly at each tower height and radial site. Collection began in early June just after bud phase such that only new needles from this year and leaves starting in bud form were collected. Because needle emergence varied more than white birch leaf emergence, the first sample of needles started a week after the white birch samples were collected at the radial sites. All vegetation was collected wearing gloves, cut with a stainless-steel knife or extendable clippers, placed in a clean, sealed bag and frozen until analysis.

As there are many senescence cues, absolute timing of senescence in this forest varies yearly. At a forest stand level its timing is influenced by both short-term (e.g. daily minimum temperature) and longer-term environmental conditions (e.g. summer rainfall and tree drought stress conditions). Color and quality (thinner leaves with reduced luster) changes in leaves began at the end of August in 2019. For the final two vegetation samples (September 15 and September 20), I cut fully yellow leaves and still fully green leaves at each tower height and the radial sites. Coniferous needles, which do not undergo senescence and abscission on the same cycle as deciduous leaves or based on the same environmental cues, were sampled as previously described at each site.

At the same time, during the mid-September sampling, I placed litterfall traps (approximately 1.5 m by 2 m) at the base and top of the tower for four days to capture litterfall representative of the true fresh litter Hg input to the forest floor early in the
senescence period (as opposed to litter accumulated in a trap and left for days to weeks as is common in many litterfall studies). Traps were made of clean fabric and emptied each day wearing gloved hands. Only white birch litter was retained, and the traps were cleared daily. A litter trap was again deployed at the base of the tower in early October for three days to collect litterfall during late-mid period senescence. See Table 2.1 for sampling dates.
Table 2.1 Sampling dates of fresh foliage (white birch leaves and black spruce needles) and litterfall (white birch leaves) over 2019 summer growing season and deployment times of MerPASs at tower and radial sites. Fresh leaves were collected at three tower heights and four radial sites. Fresh needles were collected at four tower heights and four radial sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Foliage Sampled</th>
<th>Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 13</td>
<td>Leaves and needles at tower. Leaves at radial sites.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 20</td>
<td>Leaves and needles at tower and radial sites</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 27</td>
<td>Leaves and needles at tower and radial sites</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 4</td>
<td>Leaves and needles at tower and radial sites</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 10</td>
<td>MerPASs deployed at tower and radial sites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 20</td>
<td>Leaves and needles at tower and radial sites</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 25</td>
<td>Leaves and needles at tower and radial sites</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1</td>
<td>Leaves and needles at tower and radial sites</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 8</td>
<td>Leaves and needles at tower and radial sites</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 14</td>
<td>Leaves and needles at tower and radial sites</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 22</td>
<td>Leaves and needles at tower and radial sites</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 29</td>
<td>Leaves and needles at tower and radial sites</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 15</td>
<td>Green and yellow on-tree leaves and needles at tower and radial sites</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 16</td>
<td>Litterfall trap deployed at base and top of tower</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 17</td>
<td>Litterfall traps collected</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 18</td>
<td>Litterfall traps collected</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 19</td>
<td>Litterfall traps collected</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 20</td>
<td>Green and yellow on-tree leaves and needles at tower and radial sites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Litterfall traps collected</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MerPASs collected from all sites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 6</td>
<td>Litterfall trap collected from 2-day deployment</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.3 Environmental Monitoring

The tower was equipped with two Gill 3-cup Anemometers (RM Young®), one at the upper level and one at the mid-lower level that extended approximately 1.25 m off the north side of the tower to measure continuous wind speed across the site. Two SP Lite Pyranometers (Kipp & Zonen®) were also installed on mounting arms approximately 1.5 m off the north-west side of the tower at the upper and mid lower tower levels to measure incoming solar radiation. Additionally, a CS500 Temperature and Relative Humidity Probe (Campbell Scientific®) was mounted to the tower at the mid-lower level to monitor air temperature in the canopy. These sensors took measurements every five seconds and were compiled into hourly and daily averages over the sampling period using a Campbell Scientific CR-1000x datalogger. Open field wind speed was measured at a weather station set up in an open peatland adjacent to the forest (approximately 500 m north of tower).

2.2.4 Atmospheric mercury monitoring

Mercury passive air samplers (Tekran® MerPAS) were deployed July 10, 2019 on the scaffolding system at each tower height adjacent to the trees, and at each of the radial sites at approximately 3.7 m at the same height as foliage sampling to correlate atmospheric Hg to leaf samples. The MerPAS are small (height =7.6 cm, diameter =7.2 cm) blue plastic (polyethylene terephthalate) jars with a lid at the bottom to allow airflow with a thin mesh plastic (polytetrafluorethylene) to prevent animals or debris from getting inside the sampler. Within the plastic jar, bituminous, coal-derived sulfur-impregnated activated C that acts as a sorbent is housed inside a protective mesh stainless steel cylinder that protects the sampler from wind and precipitation (McLagan et al., 2016b). McLagan et al. (2016b) provide a comprehensive validation of the use of MerPASs for environmental monitoring. The MerPASs were retrieved September 20, 2019 (total duration of deployment = 72 days). During collection, MerPASs were removed from the tower or trees they were attached to, capped to stop air exchange and placed in two clean bags before being returned back to the laboratory for analysis.
2.2.5 Laboratory analyses

To prepare foliage for Hg concentration analysis, and percent C (%C) and percent N (%N) by mass analysis, black spruce needles were handpicked from the selected cut branches and the petioles of the white birch leaves were separated using a stainless-steel blade cleaned after each sample. All leaves and needles were rinsed with 18.2 MOhm deionized water, freeze dried, and homogenized using a stainless-steel knife mill (Retsch® GM200) cleaned between each sample. Samples were ground for approximately 45 seconds or longer for larger samples until the sample was fully homogenized.

Mercury analysis took place in the ISO 17025 accredited Analytical Services Laboratory (Western University London, ON). Mercury concentration of the leaves and needles were determined using a Milestone® Tri-Cell DMA-80 analyzer following standard method US EPA 7473 (1998). Briefly, in the instrument the sample is heated to 750°C in an oxygenated decomposition furnace, then dried and chemically and thermally decomposed to free the Hg from the sample before the gold amalgamator selectively traps Hg from the remaining decomposition products. The amalgamator is flushed with oxygen gas and then heated to 750 °C, releasing Hg vapor that is carried with oxygen through absorbance cells a single wavelength atomic absorbance spectrophotometer where absorbance is measured at 253.7 nm as a function of Hg concentration. The instrument was calibrated daily with analytical blanks confirmed under the method reporting limit, and certified standard checks for each absorbance cell confirming Hg concentration within 10% of target. After daily calibration, analytical blanks, duplicates, matrix spikes, matrix spike duplicates, and a certified-reference material (CRM) (freeze dried fish protein, DORM 4) were run every ten samples. The CRM used, required by EPA 7473, had a relatively low Hg concentration such that absorbance occurred within the same absorbance cell of the instrument as for the foliage samples. Percent recovery was within 10% for initial check standards and 20% for matrix spikes and CRM in the sample runs. Reported percent differences for duplicates were all within 20% (as required by the method), if any checks failed these standards, samples were further homogenized and re-run.
The MerPASs were analyzed by Dr. Carl Mitchell’s laboratory at University of Toronto, Toronto, ON who developed the MerPASs. The subsamples of sulfur-impregnated activated C to which the atmospheric Hg is sorbed was analyzed using a Nippon® MA-3000 direct Hg analyzer. The average sampling rate (SR) for atmospheric Hg (cm$^3$ day$^{-1}$) was determined using the formula described by Restrepo et al. (2015) and McLagan et al. (2016b):

\[
SR = \frac{m}{(Ct)}
\]

where \(m\) is the amount of analyte collected by the MerPAS (nanograms of Hg), \(C\) is the mean of actively measured Hg concentration over sampling period, and \(t\) is deployment time (days) for each MerPAS. Linear uptake by the MerPAS is assumed and the average uptake per day calculated by dividing the total amount of Hg sorbed to the C by the deployment time (72 days). Similarly, I calculated average white birch leaf and black spruce needle uptake rates at different points in the growing season by subtracting the average June 13 concentration and then dividing the Hg concentration by the number of days since June 13. I then calculated the percent difference in uptake between the MerPASs uptake and the uptake in white birch leaves and black spruce needles to determine the efficacy of using foliage tissues as PAS by comparing uptake rates.

Percent C and %N by mass in all leaves and needles were measured by purge and trap chromatography using an Elementar Isotope Cube® CHSNO elemental analyzer on approximately 5 to 10 mg of homogenized freeze-dried sample. After initial daily factor checks with sulfanilamide that fell within 10% of target, blanks, duplicates, and CRM were run every ten samples. The CRM for needle and leaf samples was Birch Leaf Standard (CatNo. B2166). All duplicates and recovery values were within 20% and all reported percent differences were <20%; if a sample exceeded these values the samples were further homogenized and re-run.

2.2.6 Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were performed using Statistica 7 (StatSoft. Inc., 2004) or R version 3.6.1 using the base statistics package unless otherwise noted (R Core Team,
Spearman’s correlations were used to examine the relationship between Hg concentration and %C, %N, and C:N in the foliage. Linear models (separate for white birch and black spruce) were used to compare Hg accumulation, %N, %C, and C:N, at different heights over the growing season using the nmle package in R (Pinheiro et al., 2019). A repeated-measures (RM) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compared Hg concentration between white birch and black spruce foliage over the growing season and separate RM-ANOVAs were run on white birch and black spruce Hg concentrations to analyze the effect of time on Hg concentrations. A multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA) was run to compare %N, %C and C:N by mass in white birch and black spruce over the growing season and separate MANOVAs were run for %C and %N by mass for white birch and black spruce to analyze change over the growing season for these variables. A one-way ANOVA was used to compare Hg concentration between yellow and green leaves for the September white birch samples using color as a main effect. A MANOVA was used to analyze differences in %C, %N, and C:N of yellow and green white birch leaves for the September samples.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Mercury accumulation in leaves and needles

As expected, Hg concentrations increased in white birch leaves over the growing season (Fig. 2.1). There was a significant difference in Hg concentration over the growing season influenced by time \((F_{11,110}=71.4, P<0.001)\) and tree type \((F_{1,10}=17.8, P=0.002)\). Initial foliage Hg concentrations were low but were higher in fresh needles than in new leaves \((5.10 \text{ ng g}^{-1} \text{ and } 1.53 \text{ ng g}^{-1}, \text{ respectively})\). Accumulation was more linear in white birch leaves and increased steadily with time \((F_{12,60}=117, P<0.001)\). Concentrations in both leaves and needles increased more with the onset of senescence that occurred during the last two sampling points (Fig. 2.1). Concentrations in white birch leaves increased through senescence as the leaves turned yellow and abscised from the tree.

Unlike the deciduous leaves, the black spruce needle Hg concentration remained relatively stable with time but increased slightly overall \((F_{11,66}=8.84, P<0.001)\), slightly declining mid-season (Fig. 2.1). Like for white birch, the Hg concentrations in black
spruce needles were highest for the last two sampling points (9.36 ng g\(^{-1}\) and 9.50 ng g\(^{-1}\), respectively), which was when the needles visually appeared to be fully grown. Because I sampled only 2019 emergent needles, they did not contribute to any litterfall in 2019. See Table 2.2 for summary.

There were no clear trends in different Hg concentrations in white birch leaves (\(F_{1,35}=0.55, P=0.462\)) or the black spruce needles (\(F_{1,47}=0.080, P=0.779\)) at the different tower heights and the Hg concentrations from the tower all were within the range of the replicate, radial sites (Table 2.2). Overall, the black spruce needles demonstrated slightly greater variation in Hg concentration across the growing season but there were no consistent trends over time by height or across the radial sites. As a result, all radial sites and tower heights were grouped together for analyses between white birch leaves and black spruce needles and to show aggregate variation over the growing season (Fig. 2.1).
Table 2.2 Summary of statistical analyses of Hg concentration, %N by mass, %C by mass, and C:N ratios in white birch leaves and black spruce needles over 2019 growing season.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tree</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Hg</th>
<th>%N</th>
<th>%C</th>
<th>C:N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>white birch</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>$F_{12,66}=117$</td>
<td>$F_{12,72}=24.9$</td>
<td>$F_{12,72}=w35.1$</td>
<td>$F_{12,72}=22.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$P&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$P&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$P&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$P&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Height</td>
<td>$F_{1,35}=0.55$</td>
<td>$F_{1,35}=3.07$</td>
<td>$F_{1,35}=0.95$</td>
<td>$F_{1,35}=24.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$P=0.462$</td>
<td>$P=0.088$</td>
<td>$P=0.338$</td>
<td>$P=0.877$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Height × Time</td>
<td>$F_{3,35}=0.06$</td>
<td>$F_{3,35}=0.19$</td>
<td>$F_{3,35}=0.25$</td>
<td>$F_{3,35}=0.03$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$P=0.801$</td>
<td>$P=0.667$</td>
<td>$P=0.6205$</td>
<td>$P=0.874$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Hg] correlation</td>
<td>$R=-0.63$</td>
<td>$R=0.82$</td>
<td>$R=0.62$</td>
<td>$P&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black spruce</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>$F_{11,66}=8.84$</td>
<td>$F_{11,33}=13.4$</td>
<td>$F_{11,33}=25.2$</td>
<td>$F_{11,33}=10.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$P&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$P&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$P&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$P&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Height</td>
<td>$F_{2.47}=4.53$</td>
<td>$F_{2.42}=2.31$</td>
<td>$F_{2.42}=2.19$</td>
<td>$F_{2.42}=3.59$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$P=0.782$</td>
<td>$P=0.136$</td>
<td>$P=0.146$</td>
<td>$P=0.065$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Height × Time</td>
<td>$F_{1,47}=0.08$</td>
<td>$F_{3,42}=0.05$</td>
<td>$F_{3,42}=0.05$</td>
<td>$F_{3,42}=0.45$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$P=0.779$</td>
<td>$P=0.825$</td>
<td>$P=0.945$</td>
<td>$P=0.507$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Hg] correlation</td>
<td>$R=0.18$</td>
<td>$R=0.02$</td>
<td>$R=-0.23$</td>
<td>$P=0.080$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.1 Hg concentrations (ng g$^{-1}$) over 2019 growing season in white birch leaves and black spruce needles. Points are mean ± SE ($n=7$ for white birch and $n=8$ for black spruce).

2.3.2 Foliage as mercury passive air samplers

Average temperature over the growing season measured on the tower was 11.9 °C. As expected, wind speed was greater at the upper tower than the mid tower but still less than open field air speed across the sampling period (Fig. 2.2A). Similarly, light penetration was reduced by the canopy cover and solar radiation was consistently greater at the upper tower level than the mid tower (Fig. 2.2B). Despite the differences in wind and light penetration there were no clear trends in atmospheric Hg measured by the MerPAS (Table 2.3). This is consistent with the lack of clear trends in the Hg concentrations of the needles and leaves with height.
Figure 2.2 A: Wind speed (m s$^{-1}$) over growing season measured at an open field from weather station 500 m north of the tower, the upper tower level (10 m), and mid tower level (5.8 m). B: Solar radiation (W m$^{-2}$) over growing season measured at upper tower and mid tower levels.
Table 2.3 Average Atmospheric Hg Concentration (ng m\(^{-3}\)), uptake rates of MerPASs (ng g\(^{-1}\) day\(^{-1}\)), and uptake rates (ng g\(^{-1}\) day\(^{-1}\)) of white birch leaves and black spruce needles based on August 29, 2019 Hg concentrations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Average Atmospheric [Hg] (ng m(^{-3}))</th>
<th>MerPAS Hg uptake rate (ng g(^{-1}) day(^{-1}))</th>
<th>White birch Hg uptake rate (ng g(^{-1}) day(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Black spruce Hg uptake rate (ng g(^{-1}) day(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.1128</td>
<td>0.1112</td>
<td>0.0226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.0760</td>
<td>0.1419</td>
<td>0.0474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.1064</td>
<td>0.1023</td>
<td>0.0210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.1078</td>
<td>0.1155</td>
<td>0.0401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower Upper</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.0965</td>
<td>0.0985</td>
<td>0.0252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower Mid Upper</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.1051</td>
<td>0.1084</td>
<td>0.0262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower Mid Lower</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.1057</td>
<td>0.0845</td>
<td>0.0470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower Lower</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.1024</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1567</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average atmospheric Hg concentrations over the period of deployment calculated from the MerPAS samplers ranged from 0.68 to 1.02 ng m\(^{-3}\) (Table 2.3). The East Site had the lowest average concentration (0.68 ng m\(^{-3}\)) while all the other sites’ Hg concentrations were in a narrow range falling between 0.87 and 1.02 ng m\(^{-3}\). This caused the uptake by the East Site MerPAS to be lower than the leaf uptake more frequently than the other sites although the leaf concentrations at the East Site were similar with the other leaves. Towards the end of the growing season the white birch leaves had similar uptake ranges to the uptake of the MerPASs, with every site other than the East Site having less than a 25 percent difference in uptake rate between the MerPAS and leaves (Table 2.3). During senescence and the decline in photosynthesis, this relationship broke down and the percent difference was greater in both yellow and green leaves at almost every site because Hg concentrations increased in the leaves. The black spruce Hg needle uptake rates were less than fifty percent lower than the MerPASs at almost every sampling time.
2.3.3 Foliage quality and mercury over the growing season

The foliar quality (%C, %N, C:N) differed over the growing season by tree type ($F_{2,7}=110$, $P<0.001$). In both black spruce needles and white birch leaves time influenced %N, %C, and C:N (black spruce: $F_{22,64}=17.9$, $P<0.001$; white birch $F_{36,208}=14.7$, $P<0.001$). Overall, %N by mass decreased over the growing season (black spruce: $F_{11,33}=13.4$, $P<0.001$; white birch $F_{12,72}=24.9$, $P<0.001$) (Fig. 2.3) while %C increased slightly (black spruce: $F_{11,33}=25.2$, $P<0.001$; white birch: $F_{12,72}=35.1$, $P<0.001$) (Fig. 2.4) and C:N increased (black spruce: $F_{11,33}=10.3$, $P<0.001$; white birch: $F_{12,72}=22.0$, $P<0.001$) (Fig. 2.5). The initial %N by mass in white birch leaves were greater (June 13 average 3.42%; June 20 average 2.69%) than in black spruce needles (June 20 average 2.48%), a trend that remained constant over the season. In white birch leaves this caused the C:N to increase initially but reach a plateau mid-season until senescence occurred (final two points of Fig. 2.5). A similar trend of increasing C:N was observed in black spruce needles but without senescence there was no clear change in September. Similar to the Hg concentrations, height had no influence on %N or %C by mass in leaves or needles (Table 2.2). While there was variation in %N and %C across the sites there were no consistent trends over time. Data has been compiled into averages ± SE in figures to show variability (Fig. 2.3, 2.4, 2.5).

Using the September green leaf values for Hg concentration, %N, %C, and C:N over the growing season in white birch leaves, %N was significantly negatively correlated with Hg (Fig. 2.6A) while %C was positively correlated with Hg (Fig. 2.6B) as was C:N with Hg. Black spruce needles did not exhibit the same trend: neither %N nor %C were significantly correlated with Hg and C:N was slightly significantly negatively correlated with Hg. See Table 2.2 for summary.
Figure 2.3 Percent nitrogen by mass over 2019 growing season in white birch leaves and black spruce needles. Points are mean ± SE (n=7 for white birch and n=8 for black spruce).
Figure 2.4 Percent carbon by mass over 2019 growing season in white birch leaves and black spruce needles. Points are mean ± SE (n=7 for white birch and n=8 for black spruce).
Figure 2.5 Carbon to nitrogen ratios over 2019 growing season in white birch leaves and black spruce needles. Points are mean ± SE (n=7 for white birch and n=8 for black spruce).
2.3.4 The effect of senescence on mercury and foliage quality

While there was no statistically significant difference of Hg concentration in yellow, green, and fallen white birch leaves ($F_{1,10}=3.72$, $P=0.066$) there was a trend (Fig. 2.7A) that the yellow leaves had higher Hg concentrations (average yellow concentration $17.01\pm1.01$ ng g$^{-1}$) than the green leaves (average Hg concentration $= 15.09\pm0.72$ ng g$^{-1}$). This trend was also consistent for falling leaves where I observed greater Hg concentrations (Table 2.3). The %N of the falling leaves were more variable than the on-tree leaves (both yellow and green) at the same time point, resulting in more varied C:N ratios. There was a significant difference for leaf stage of senescence (i.e. yellow, green, or litterfall) as a main effect in a MANOVA of %N, %C and C:N ($F_{3,18}=116$, $P<0.001$).
that was driven by %N (F\(_{1,10}=318, P<0.001\)) with green leaves having greater %N than yellow leaves (Fig. 2.7B). The %C in the leaves was not significantly different (F\(_{1,10}=2.36, P=0.138\)) but the C:N was (F\(_{1,10}=211, P<0.001\)), influenced by the difference of %N (Fig. 2.7B).

Figure 2.7 A: Mercury concentration (dry weight, ng g\(^{-1}\)) and B: percent nitrogen (by mass of dry weight) content of yellow, green, and fallen white birch leaves. Boxes display interquartile range, median (line in box), and whiskers are maximum and minimum values excluding outliers. Letters denote significant differences using Tukey post-hoc comparisons on a two-way ANOVA.
Table 2.4 Litterfall Hg concentrations (ng g\(^{-1}\)), %N and %C by mass, and C:N collected in litter traps 1 m above ground at base of tower in September and October 2019 (N=1) compared to September 20 2019 white birch leaves on tree (values are mean ±SE, n=7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>[Hg] ng g(^{-1})</th>
<th>%N</th>
<th>%C</th>
<th>C:N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September 20 green leaves</td>
<td>16.61 ± 0.77</td>
<td>1.76 ± 0.08</td>
<td>49.13 ± 0.23</td>
<td>28.23 ± 1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 20 yellow leaves</td>
<td>19.77 ± 1.03</td>
<td>0.89 ± 0.05</td>
<td>49.92 ± 0.33</td>
<td>57.45 ± 3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 17 litter</td>
<td>18.79</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>50.05</td>
<td>41.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 18 litter</td>
<td>19.35</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>50.37</td>
<td>48.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 19 litter</td>
<td>17.57</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>50.39</td>
<td>53.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 20 litter</td>
<td>18.20</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>50.58</td>
<td>55.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 6 litter</td>
<td>20.72</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>49.05</td>
<td>61.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Accumulation of mercury over the growing season in leaves and needles

The increase in Hg concentration in white birch leaves was relatively linear up to senescence. The mid-season decrease in Hg concentration in black spruce needles was likely a function of growth dilution as the needles grew at different rates over the sampling period while the white birch leaves stopped increasing in surface area by early July. Mercury concentrations in foliage have been found to differ between species and between conifer and deciduous tissues (e.g. Siwik et al., 2009, Barquero et al., 2019), consistent with my observed Hg concentrations that showed white birch leaves had higher Hg concentrations by the end of the growing season than the black spruce needles.

Whether foliar tissues reach Hg saturation is uncertain in the literature, but I did not find evidence to support this as concentrations continued to increase over the growing season. Ericksen et al. (2003) and Frescholtz et al. (2003) used mesocosm studies and found Hg concentrations of Hg in tree leaves leveled off after approximately three months. These studies also expressed Hg concentration on a mass by mass unit, which does not account for changes in surface area and how that may influence Hg concentration and distribution in foliar tissue. In total, the leaves in their studies were on the branch longer than at my study site and the leaves were exposed to higher atmospheric Hg concentrations, which could be factors in why I did not observe such a trend in white birch leaves. In the boreal forest the growing season is shorter than in many other regions of the world where Hg uptake has been researched (e.g. sub-tropical forests in China), and background concentrations are often greater (Zhou et al., 2019). There is conflicting evidence of Hg saturation in foliage although as studies in regions of China (Kang et al., 2019) and Spain (Barquero et al., 2019) with longer growing seasons and greater atmospheric Hg concentrations have not indicated saturation with greater final observed Hg concentrations in leaves.
2.4.2 Foliage as mercury passive air samplers

Considering growth dilution that occurs in both conifer and deciduous foliage, the magnitude of Hg uptake and overall increase in Hg observed in both needles and leaves is suggestive of active uptake processes. While Hg accumulates in foliage tissue over the growing season there is some Hg that is reemitted after it has been incorporated into the tissue (Graydon et al., 2006, Yuan et al., 2019). Both foliage types accumulated C and biomass over the growing season although growth was more noticeably for the conifer needles, which only reached full growth towards the end of August. Because the white birch leaves demonstrated uptake rates similar to the MerPAS, this growth coupled with unidentified reemissions of Hg, suggest there are active uptake processes or additional passive uptake processes (other than via the stomata). Other studies have found daily needle uptake rates to be significantly lower than deciduous leaves (e.g. Blackwell et al., 2014, Blackwell et al., 2015), consistent with my observations, although most studies that have investigated conifer needle concentrations have looked at more mature tissues. Barquero et al. (2019) suggest that uptake in pine needles, and likely other needles, involves sorption to the external part of the needle rather than primarily stomatal uptake. They suggest this makes needle Hg concentration more dependent on atmospheric concentrations.

Atmospheric Hg concentration, light exposure, and other meteorological factors (Stamenkovic et al., 2008, Siwik et al., 2009, Stamenkovic and Gustin, 2009, Esbrí et al., 2016) have all been shown to influence Hg uptake in foliage. All of these factors vary both spatially and on short (hourly to daily) and long-time scales (seasonally to yearly). The main factors governing atmospheric Hg(0) concentration differ depending on season. Esbrí et al. (2016) noted that for summer, solar radiation has the strongest impact. Because canopy shading influences light penetration, I expected a difference in Hg concentration in foliage between the different tower heights but observed no such trend. While I observed variation in both wind speed and light penetration with height, this did not clearly influence atmospheric Hg concentration or Hg accumulation in the foliage I measured. That said, the tree canopy continued approximately four meters above my highest sampling heights such that the highest samples experienced some shading.
Similarly, I did not see a clear gradient in atmospheric Hg concentrations from the MerPASs deployed at different heights.

The forest site was a pristine location and due to its remote location removed from any point Hg sources and large cities, it had lower than average atmospheric Hg concentrations (North American average background Hg concentration 1.2-1.3 ng m$^{-3}$ [Zhang et al., 2016]). A study found differences in Hg deposition on leaves in a forest canopy that was located in an urban environment with higher overall atmospheric Hg concentration as well as increased Hg(0)$_g$ and Hg(II)$_g$ compared to the rural environment they sampled at (Stupple, 2009). This research noted the higher Hg(0)$_g$ and Hg(II)$_g$ at the urban site contributed to elevated and more variable upper canopy Hg concentrations as well as increased Hg in throughfall (Stupple, 2009). This highlights the importance of understanding atmospheric concentrations and uptake patterns to determine Hg inputs into soils.

The accumulation rate differences between white birch leaves and the MerPASs Hg uptake suggest variability in uptake on even small spatial and temporal scales. While the Hg uptake rates (ng day$^{-1}$) in leaves varied depending on which sample date was used, Hg concentrations in white birch leaves before senescence began (after the leaves had been exposed to atmospheric Hg for several months) were relatively similar to the MerPAS uptake rate values. While white birch leaves do not act as precise PAS and it is likely there are additional, active uptake processes, the leaves could provide estimates of atmospheric concentrations at very broad sampling scales where deployment of MerPASs or active monitoring is not feasible. Similar to deploying MerPAS, investment of resources is comparably minor compared to active monitoring and to use leaves as indicators of atmospheric Hg, sampling would only require leaves before they changed color and an estimate of growing season length for analysis. As noted however, when considering the uptake rates with changing rates of growth over the season it lends support to active uptake processes in addition to passive uptake through the stomata, or additional passive uptake through alternative mechanisms. Further, when comparing uptake rates after the leaves had started to degrade (September) the Hg concentrations were higher and biased the uptake rates. As a result of the consistent growth and Hg
concentration variability the needles did not act as effective PAS at any point during their first growing season although further investigation of needles should be done to determine rates of uptake on more mature needles.

2.4.3 The role of senescence in the forest mercury cycle

During senescence the chloroplasts are some of the first organelles to breakdown (Lim et al., 2007), causing the leaves to turn color as the tree resorbs essential nutrients stored in the leaf tissue (Kikuzawa and Lechowicz, 2011). It is unknown what compounds Hg binds to within needles and leaves, but it is likely a range of compounds based on how Hg is released during decomposition (see Chapter 3). Considering overall differences in tissue composition the compounds Hg is bound to are likely different between conifer needles and deciduous leaves. This is further supported if the primary entry route of gaseous Hg differs between needles and leaves. While there were significant correlations between white birch Hg concentrations and %N, %C, and C:N, this was not the case for black spruce needles. This may be because of differences in uptake pathways or patterns as well as differences in composition between the needles and leaves. Based on the negative correlation with %N observed for white birch with Hg concentration, it is unlikely that Hg is associated with compounds that readily leave the leaf or needle over the growing season.

The last sampling day in August, before any leaves had turned yellow, the leaves were beginning to degrade in quality. This is the point at which Hg concentrations increased at a steeper rate until the leaves abscised and fell. This increase in Hg concentration is not due to a sudden influx of Hg that occurred towards the end of the growing season but instead to do with the resorption of nutrients that is occurring as the leaves start senescing (Makino and Osmond, 1991, Kikuzawa and Lechowicz, 2011). This is supported by my observed %N of leaves that declined significantly when the leaves turned color from green to yellow. This further supports that Hg is not associated with nutrients high in %N that are drawn back into the tree. Because the conifer needles did not senesce that year it is not possible to comment if a similar process would occur, although there was a similar decline in %N with time. Visual senescent stage (i.e. green versus yellow) for white birch leaves could be used as an important timing cue for when foliage collection should occur.
As I observed a clear difference in %N content between these stages, leaf quality may be an important determinant of Hg cycling in forests.

2.4.4 Climate change implications and conclusions

Deciduous leaves demonstrated greater uptake rates of Hg than new conifer needles and because they contribute to litterfall each year, this foliage type cycles Hg more rapidly from the atmosphere into soil systems. New conifer needles do not act as effective PASs and because of growth dilution, Hg uptake rates are difficult to determine. This complicates determining if there are additional, more active Hg uptake mechanisms and how much they contribute to Hg accumulation. It is also because of this dilution there was not a significant relationship with %N or %C over the growing season that could be related to Hg uptake. While uptake rates in black spruce needles after only one growing season were not similar to the MerPASs, multi-year studies should investigate uptake over the entire residence time of a needle on a branch. These data would contribute to passive versus non-passive uptake processes as the main growth phase of the needles would be complete. Deciduous leaves demonstrated Hg uptake rates similar to the MerPASs towards the end of the growing season. While there was variation, this study suggests white birch leaves could be used to monitor atmospheric Hg levels on a broad scale with close monitoring of the forest condition as the relationship broke down during senescence. The significant relationships between %N and Hg concentrations, and %C and Hg concentration in white birch leaves suggests that these could be important indicators as to if the leaves can be effective as the %N declined significantly with color change in the leaves, the same point at which the efficacy of the leaves as PASs stopped.

Projections of climate change in the southern boreal forest are expected to have increased temperatures as well as changing precipitation patterns (Soja et al., 2007). As these are both factors that can influence stomatal activity, Hg uptake will likely change with a changing climate. This makes research into partitioning of Hg uptake an important factor in predicting how uptake rates may change and if foliage can be used in the future effectively as indicators of atmospheric Hg. In addition, climate change is also projected to have an impact on tree species composition. There is an anticipated shift in deciduous tree species northward in the boreal forest (Cramer et al., 2001, McKenney et al., 2007,
2011) with climate warming. As deciduous and coniferous species uptake Hg at different rates, and primary production of forests has been linked to declining atmospheric Hg (Jiskra et al., 2018), this could have major implications for atmospheric Hg concentrations. In addition to differences in the amount of Hg sequestered by leaves each year, litter Hg inputs are different based on foliage type. Deciduous leaves drop every autumn in the boreal forest, causing an annual input of Hg while conifer needles drop on multiyear cycles. A shift to more deciduous tree cover would cause a change in litter input quantity and quality at large spatial scales. As deciduous leaves seem to cycle Hg more rapidly from the atmosphere to the soil this species composition change would have broad reaching implications for Hg soil inputs and subsequent downstream implications.

2.5 References


Chapter 3

3  Foliage type controls mercury release from forest litters via decomposition

3.1  Introduction

Forests have an important role in carbon (C) and nutrient cycling at local to global scales. Over the last twenty years research has increasingly highlighted the role of the terrestrial landscape and forests in biogeochemical cycling of non-nutrient elements, including mercury (Hg) (e.g. Grigal, 2002, Obrist et al., 2007). Mercury is emitted to, and circulated in, a large atmospheric pool dominated by gaseous elemental Hg (GEM, Hg(0)\(_g\)), with much smaller fractions of gaseous oxidized Hg (GOM, Hg(II)\(_g\)) and particle bound Hg (PBM, Hg(II)\(_s\)) (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998).

Mercury accumulates in both vegetation and soil of undisturbed forests (Stamenkovic and Gustin, 2009, Obrist et al., 2011, Demers et al., 2013). The forest canopy is a significant sink for atmospheric Hg because of the large surface area and high aerodynamic resistance (Zhang et al., 2009), and research has shown that much of this sequestration in vegetation is not solely due to surface deposition of Hg(II)\(_g\) and Hg(II), but also uptake processes including stomatal uptake of Hg(0)\(_g\) (Stamenkovic and Gustin, 2009). Through stomatal uptake gaseous Hg is taken into the leaf when the stomata are open and incorporated into leaf tissues, predominantly in stomatal and epidermal cell walls (Millhollen et al., 2006, Stamenkovic and Gustin, 2009). Although oxidation and re-emission of tissue-bound Hg occurs, there is a net accumulation of Hg over the growing season (Grigal, 2002, Rea et al., 2002, Assad et al., 2016), and the accumulation rate varies among tree species (Graydon et al., 2008, Siwik et al., 2009). The continuous accumulation of Hg in leaves over the growing season and the large mass deposited to the forest floor annually makes litterfall a main input of Hg to forest soils (Demers et al., 2007, Graydon et al., 2008, Risch et al., 2017).

Coniferous needles generally have higher Hg concentrations as a result of the increased exposure time to the atmosphere (Niu et al., 2011, Blackwell and Driscoll, 2015), although deciduous species have been suggested to play a more active role in gaseous Hg
exchange, potentially due to greater stomatal conductance and/or larger leaf specific area, and as a result, accumulate Hg more rapidly (Millhollen et al., 2006). The Hg loading from litterfall in a forest is highly variable and generally lower in coniferous forests than deciduous forests due to greater annual litter mass inputs from deciduous species (Demers et al., 2007, Richardson and Friedland, 2015).

Following litterfall, litter decomposition is controlled by temperature, moisture, and species-level differences in litter quality (Berg et al., 1993, Moore et al., 1999, Parton et al., 2007, Cornwell et al., 2008). The fallen litter with associated Hg is then subject to decomposition although the specific processes (and their rates) that govern Hg release from litter and/or its incorporation into soil organic matter (SOM) are not described. Litter quality regulates decomposition rates and litter mass loss because it influences both microbial community composition, and how rapidly microorganisms decompose the litter (Taylor et al., 1989). Litter that tends to decompose at slower rates is commonly referred to as lower quality (from a microbial perspective) and is considered recalcitrant, while fast decomposing litters are referred to as higher quality, and considered more labile (Manzoni et al., 2010).

Dissolved organic matter (DOM) (i.e. organic molecules < 0.45 μm) is one product of decomposition and plays a major role in the transport of energy and pollutants in soil pore water and groundwater (Kalbitz et al., 2000). As Hg binds strongly to DOM (Grigal, 2002, Jiang et al., 2015), the production and release of DOM by litter decomposition would be expected to regulate rates of Hg release into soils. Given that deciduous leaves decompose more rapidly than conifer needles, I hypothesized that, upon senescence and litterfall in the autumn, deciduous leaf litter will release DOM and associated Hg via leachate into underlying soils more rapidly than coniferous litter. Similarly, because warmer temperatures stimulate microbial activity, I hypothesized that increasing temperature conditions during decomposing will release DOM and associated Hg via leachate more rapidly than litters decomposing at a cooler temperature. To investigate this senesced tree litter and soil was collected from the southern boreal forest in Ontario, Canada, and I conducted a laboratory-based mesocosm experiment to evaluate the role of
The specific objectives of this study were to:

1) Determine the influence of litter type (conifer vs deciduous) on the release of Hg from litter into soil;
2) Determine the influence of temperature on the release of Hg from litter into soil;
3) Relate Hg concentrations in soil porewater with DOM quantity and quality.

### 3.2 Methods

#### 3.2.1 Litter and soil collection

Tree litterfall and forest soil were collected near White River, Ontario in the mixed broadleaf deciduous and coniferous southern boreal forest (48°21’N, 85°21’W) during senescence in early October 2018. The dominant tree species in the forest stand are white birch (*Betula papyrifera*), balsam fir (*Abies balsamea*) and black spruce (*Picea mariana*); the stand is approximately 70 years old after regeneration following a fire and the soil is classified as Typic Haplorthod based on USDA-NRCS classification, common to the boreal forest under deciduous and coniferous tree stands (McLaughlin, 2009).

The litter and soil samples were collected within 200 meters of each other. The soil (top 5 cm mineral soil) was collected in three locations within the forest stand. At each location, the fresh litter layer on the surface was scraped off and the mineral soil was collected manually. Recently fallen deciduous litter (primarily white birch) was collected from the top of a moss layer that made it possible to separate recently fallen leaves from further decomposed litter. Recently fallen coniferous litter (primarily black spruce and jack pine (*Pinus banksiana*)) was collected under four trees, two black spruce and two jack pine. All sample collection was done with clean tools and powder-free nitrile gloves were worn. Samples were kept cool with icepacks in coolers and transported to the Biotron Institute for Experimental Climate Change (Biotron) at Western University where they were stored at 4 °C to minimize microbial activity before the experimental mesocosms were set up.
3.2.2 Litter and soil characterization

Clean tools and gloves were worn for all handling of soil and litter. The soils from the three sites were homogenized by hand and put through a 4 mm sieve while still damp. Prior to setting up the mesocosms I analyzed the soil and litter to determine soil texture, soil moisture content, percent C (%C) by mass of soil and litter, percent nitrogen (%N) by mass of soil and litter, and Hg concentration of the soil and litter. Prior to analysis, all litter was blotted to remove excess water and sorted to remove non-leaf or needle fragments. In addition, only similar-colored (yellow) white birch leaves were included in the experiment to control for differing stages of senescence that might affect Hg concentrations because preliminary analysis revealed Hg concentrations were significantly different based on leaf color (see Appendix B). Soil and litter samples were freeze dried then homogenized using a stainless-steel grinder or mortar and pestle before running total solid Hg, %C, and %N analyses.

Soil texture was determined by hand using the feel method (Thien, 1979) on field moist homogenized soil. Soil and litter moisture contents were determined gravimetrically for six replicates by placing 5 g of damp soil or litter in a 60 °C oven for 48 hours and comparing the mass before and after to analyze water loss. The moisture contents were determined with the equation:

\[
% \text{ Moisture} = ((\text{wwt} - \text{dwt (g)}) / \text{dwt (g)}) \times 100
\]

Moisture content calculations were used to provide dry weight equivalents for all soil and litter.

All leaves and needles were rinsed with 18.2 MOhm deionized water before analysis. To control for leaf to leaf variability, white birch leaves were cut in half, and half of each leaf was placed in the mesocosm experiment while the other half was analyzed for initial %C and %N by mass and Hg concentration such that a direct paired comparison could be made between initial litter values and changes due to treatment effects during the experiment. For coniferous litter samples, homogenized litter was weighed into aliquots for all mesocosms, and half of each aliquot was used for initial characterization of %C,
%N, and Hg, while the other half was used in the mesocosm experiment to allow for a more direct comparison of litter before and after mesocosm incubations. Similarly, soil samples were sieved and well homogenized before initial characterization and subsampled from each mesocosm. Percent C and N (by mass) in litter and soil were measured by purge and trap chromatography using an Elementar Isotope Cube® CNSHO elemental analyzer. After initial daily factor check using sulfanilamide, blanks, duplicates, and certified reference materials (CRM) were run every ten samples. The CRM for litter samples was Birch Leaf Standard (CatNo. B2166) and for soil samples Soil Standard Peaty (CatNo. B2176) was used. All duplicates and recovery values were within 20% and all reported percent differences were under 20%; if a sample exceeded these values the samples were further homogenized and re-run.

Mercury concentrations in the soil and litter were determined in the ISO 17025 accredited Analytical Services Laboratory in the Biotron using a Milestone® DMA-80 analyzer following standard method US EPA 7473 (1998) of Thermal Decomposition Atomic Adsorption (DMA). After calibration, blanks, duplicates, matrix spikes, matrix spike duplicates, and a CRM were run every ten samples. Marine sediment (PACS-3) was used as the CRM for litter and soil (National Resource Council Canada, 2018). Percent recovery was within 10% for initial check standards and 20% for matrix spikes and CRM in the sample runs. Reported percent differences for duplicates were all within 20%. If any checks failed these standards, samples were further homogenized and re-run. Mercury concentrations were analyzed as concentrations and also compared by determining the Hg:C (ng:g) ratio to standardize for % C in the litter and soil.

3.2.3 Mesocosm design

The experimental mesocosms (36 total) were 500 mL glass jars with lids. Each lid had a small hole in the top with a foam plug in it to allow for gas exchange but prevent particulate contamination. There were three litter treatments: coniferous litter (black spruce / jack pine); deciduous litter (white birch), and no litter which acted as the control. Each mesocosm received $21\pm0.1$ g dry weight equivalent of field moist soil (approximately one third of the mesocosm by volume). A Rhizon® porewater sampler (pore size 0.15 μm, 5 cm long) was installed horizontally in each mesocosm under the
soil to non-destructively collect soil porewater. The coniferous treatment mesocosms received 3.8 g dry weight equivalent coniferous litter and the deciduous treatment received 1.8 g dry weight equivalent of leaves placed on top of the soil. With the addition of the litters each mesocosm was approximately half full (headspace = 250 mL). A thin layer of plastic mesh (1 mm² mesh size) separated the litter from the soil to facilitate removal and weighing of the litter from the mesocosms at the end of the experiment. The final mass of each assembled mesocosm was measured to monitor and maintain gravimetric moisture content over the experiment.

Mesocosms were incubated at two temperature treatments (12 °C, 16 °C), with each treatment consisting of six replicates (3 litters × 2 temperatures × 6 replicates = 36 total). The 12 °C temperature represents the average growing season temperature at the field sites where the samples were acquired (approx. 11.9 °C) (see Chapter 2, and McLaughlin, 2009). The 16 °C temperature value was chosen based on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (2013) projection of +4 °C increased (range 2.6 to 4.8, mean = 3.7) mean surface air temperature from climate warming scenario Representation Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 at the end of the century for the boreal region. The temperatures were controlled in environmental growth chambers and all mesocosms were kept in darkness except during porewater sampling, moisture additions, and to change the mesocosm lids before respiration analysis.

3.2.4 Mesocosm sampling

Heterotrophic respiration (CO₂ flux) was used to estimate microbial activity in each mesocosm and was measured using a Licor® Infrared Gas Analyzer (IRGA LI-8100A) with a Multiplexer unit (LI-8150). These measurements were taken every two weeks in the dark within the environmental chambers. The headspace in each mesocosms was purged for accumulated CO₂ for 45 seconds prior to the measurement, and then the CO₂ concentration was measured from the soil for 90 seconds expressed as a flux as μmol CO₂ m⁻²s⁻¹.

Porewater samples were taken every two weeks from the Rhizon samplers. The samples were analyzed alternating for dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and carbon quality
analyses or total mercury (THg). To sample porewater, a clean (20 mL) syringe was attached to the end of the Rhizon sampler and approximately 10 mL was extracted for analysis. Samples for DOC and carbon quality analyses were stored in clean glass bottles at 4 °C stored in darkness until analysis, or immediately frozen in acid washed 20 mL polyethylene vials for THg analysis. Initial masses of each mesocosm were maintained throughout the experiment with deionized water added following porewater sampling.

3.2.5 Physical and Chemical Analyses

The DOC concentrations in porewater were determined using the persulfate wet oxidation method on an Aurora® 1030W Total Carbon analyzer. After initial daily calibration of the instrument, blanks, duplicates, and standards were run every ten samples. All duplicates and recovery values were within 20% and all reported percent differences were <20%; if a sample exceeded these values the samples were further homogenized and re-run. Proxy measures of DOM quality to make indirect measures of DOM quality (Cory and McKnight, 2005) and indications of the humification, freshness, and source of DOM (Fellmen et al., 2010) were determined using fluorescence and absorbance spectrometry using a Horiba Aqualog® spectrometer. The porewater was analyzed using excitation and emission matrices focusing on three common indices: humification index (HIX), freshness index (BIX), and fluorescence index (FI), as well as specific ultraviolet absorption at 254 nm (SUVA<sub>254</sub>) wavelength. The excitation wavelengths ranged from 240 to 600 nm with 8 nm increments and the emission wavelengths ranged from 210 to 620 nm with 5 nm increments, all with an integration time of 0.75 seconds. The matrices were then used to calculate the HIX, BIX and FI optical indices using R Software (base statistics package, R Core Team 2012) with the equations described by Fellman et al. (2010). Specific UV absorbance at 254 nm (SUVA<sub>254</sub>) was used as a proxy for DOC aromaticity (Weishaar et al., 2009). All samples were diluted 1:20 with deionised water to minimize inner filtering effects, and all samples were normalized under water Raman peak at an excitation of 350 nm to account for variation in lamp intensity (Lawaetz and Stedmon, 2009). The final SUVA<sub>254</sub> values were calculated by dividing absorbance at 254 nm by the DOC concentration (mg L<sup>-1</sup>) of the sample (×100).
The THg concentration of porewater samples were measured using Oxidation, Purge and Trap and Cold-Vapour Atomic Fluorescence Spectroscopy (CVAFS) on a Tekran® 2600 Total Hg following standard method US EPA 1631 (2002). Frozen samples were thawed rapidly in a warm water bath before being transferred to glass analytical vials and immediately oxidized with bromine monochloride (BrCl). Samples were left for 24 hours with an excess of BrCl before being sequentially reduced with hydroxylamine hydrochloride (NH₂OH•HCl) and then stannous chloride (SnCl₂) before analysis. Samples were purged with nitrogen gas (N₂) to strip Hg(0), where it was carried to a gold trap, then thermally desorbed and carried to another gold trap where it is again desorbed and carried to a CVFAS cell for detection. The instrument was calibrated daily before samples were run and appropriate method blanks, bottle blanks, duplicates, matrix spikes, matrix spike duplicates, and standards were run and within accepted range (under the reporting limit for method blanks and bottle blanks, within 80% recovery for matrix spikes, and 20 reported % difference for duplicates) otherwise the sample was rerun. Concentrations were corrected for method blanks that were run every ten samples.

After three months all mesocosms were destructively sampled. The litter in each mesocosm was carefully removed and weighed to determine mass loss (%) relative to starting mass using dry weight equivalents using the formula:

\[
\text{\% mass loss} = \left(\frac{\text{initial dwt (g)} - \text{final dwt (g)}}{\text{initial dwt (g)}}\right) \times 100
\]

Total Hg concentration, %C and %N in soil and litter were analyzed using the same methods as for the initial characterization; C:N of both litter types and soil was calculated from %C and %N values.

### 3.2.6 Statistical analyses

Initial %C, %N, C:N, and Hg concentrations of litter (and soil for Hg) were compared using a one-way MANOVA and one-way ANOVA, respectively. I also examined these same variables using a two-way ANOVA with temperature and litter type as main effects to ensure there were no pre-existing (non-intentional) differences among the mesocosms placed into different temperature treatments. I also accounted for any initial conditions
and the temporal non-independence of sample analysis for %C, %N, C:N and Hg concentrations of litter (and soil for Hg) when assessing treatment variables using a two-way repeated measures (RM) multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA) and RM-ANOVA, respectively. A two-way ANOVA with temperature and litter type as main effects was used to analyze changes in decomposition (mass loss) of the litter following the three-month incubation period. A two-way RM-ANOVA was also used to examine changes in porewater over the experiment for heterotrophic respiration, Hg concentration, DOC content, and SUVA$_{254}$. Data was log$_{10}$ transformed or Tukey transformed where necessary to normalize distribution, normal distributions were analyzed using residual histograms, QQ-plots and using Shapiro Wilks tests for normality. A two-way RM-MANOVA test was also used for analysis of the HIX, BIX, and FI. All pairwise significance tests were performed using Tukey post hoc tests where necessary. I ran Spearman’s correlations on porewater data including DOC, EEMs, THg, and SUVA$_{254}$. Analyses were run using Statistica 7 (StatSoft. Inc., 2004) or the base statistics package in R Software (2019).

### 3.3 Results

The initial %C, %N by mass and C:N values all differed between coniferous and deciduous litter with coniferous litter having greater %C and lower %N values than deciduous litter that resulted in higher C:N for the coniferous litter (Figure 3.1 A-C)(all statistics P<0.001, d.f.=1, 20). Some initial differences existed among the coniferous litter aliquots prior to mesocosm initiation that led to 12 °C mesocosms receiving slightly, but significantly lower C:N litter (temperature F$_{3,18}$=3.31, P=0.044; temperature-by-litter interaction F$_{3,18}$=3.90, P=0.026). Because all deciduous litter was created from dividing individual leaves for initial and post experimental analysis the deciduous litter treatments were in a similar range before incubation between temperature treatments. Initial Hg concentrations were significantly greater in the soil compared to either litter types, and among litters, greater in coniferous than deciduous litter (F$_{1,22}$=22.8, P<0.001) for both raw values and when standardized for the %C in the litter (Table 3.1). Initial soil %C was 26.51 ± 0.11, 1.03 ± 0.004 %N, and had a C:N of 25.78 ± 0.05.
Figure 3.1 Initial litter quality (A-C: %C, %N, C:N) variables of coniferous (black spruce / jack pine) and deciduous (white birch) litters. Boxes display interquartile range, median (line in box), and whiskers are maximum and minimum values excluding outliers (any values over 1.5 times the interquartile range over the 75th percentile or under 1.5 times the interquartile range under the 25th percentile). Letters denote significant differences using Tukey post-hoc comparisons on a two-way ANOVA.
Table 3.1 Initial and final Hg concentrations (ng g\(^{-1}\)) and Hg to C (ng:g) ratios in mineral soil used in three month incubation experiment at two temperature treatments (12 °C and 16 °C). Soil was bare (control), under coniferous litter (black spruce/jack pine), or under deciduous (white birch) litter. Values are means ± SE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial Hg C(^{-1}) (ng g(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Initial Hg:C (ng:g)</th>
<th>Final Hg C(^{-1}) (ng g(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Final Hg:C (ng:g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 °C</td>
<td>121.47 ± 0.003</td>
<td>453.01 ± 20.89</td>
<td>133.09 ± 5.37</td>
<td>602.03 ± 51.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 °C</td>
<td>135.15 ± 1.58</td>
<td>515.92 ± 31.56</td>
<td>133.09 ± 5.37</td>
<td>602.03 ± 51.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coniferous</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 °C</td>
<td>118.70 ± 0.003</td>
<td>472.80 ± 20.94</td>
<td>127.67 ± 1.38</td>
<td>545.16 ± 20.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 °C</td>
<td>125.44 ± 3.57</td>
<td>496.67 ± 17.23</td>
<td>127.67 ± 1.38</td>
<td>545.16 ± 20.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deciduous</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 °C</td>
<td>117.52 ± 0.020</td>
<td>461.97 ± 28.21</td>
<td>126.09 ± 1.73</td>
<td>543.30 ± 28.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 °C</td>
<td>127.15 ± 4.47</td>
<td>538.78 ± 34.82</td>
<td>126.09 ± 1.73</td>
<td>543.30 ± 28.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.1 Mass loss

Litter decomposition (expressed as % mass loss) was lowest in the deciduous litter (Litter: F\(_{1,20}=4.391, P=0.049\) incubated at 12 °C (Temperature: F\(_{1,20}=4.80, P=0.041\)), where litter mass loss was approximately 10% less than in all other treatments (Figure 3.2). Coniferous litter mass loss was not significantly different between the temperature treatments leading to a significant litter × temperature interaction (F\(_{1,20}=10.8, P=0.004\)).
Figure 3.2 The percent mass loss (mean ± SE) of homogenized coniferous litter (black spruce/ jack pine) and deciduous litter (white birch) after three months of incubation at two temperature treatments (T12=12 °C and T16=16 °C). Letters denote significant differences using Tukey post-hoc comparisons on a two-way ANOVA. Boxes display interquartile range, median (line in box), and whiskers are maximum and minimum values excluding outliers (any values over 1.5 times the interquartile range over the 75th percentile or under 1.5 times the interquartile range under the 25th percentile).

3.3.2 Litter quality

The overall litter quality trends remained after three months incubation such that the coniferous litter had lower %N values and greater %C and C:N than the deciduous litter (Figure 3.4 A-C) that was consistent for both temperature incubation treatments (Appendix A). The %C and C:N values of both litter types decreased over time at both temperatures compared to initial values (Figure 3.3 A-C) (all Wilk’s values significant P<0.001 except Litter × Temperature × Time interaction that was non-significant). There
was no significant effect of temperature treatment on post-incubation %C, %N, or C:N values, however C:N showed significant Litter × Temperature interaction (F_{1,20}=17.7, P<0.001) where C:N was greater in 16 °C mesocosms compared to 12 °C mesocosms for conifer litter, but the opposite trend was observed in deciduous litter. These differences were driven by small, but significant differences in %N (F_{1,20}=16.9, P=0.001), where increases in litter %N were greater in the deciduous litter after incubation at 16 °C than 12 °C, and the opposite trend emerged for the coniferous litter with greater final %N at 12 °C (approximately 0.75%) than 16 °C (approximately 0.70%).
Figure 3.3 Changes in litter quality for coniferous litter (black spruce/jack pine) and deciduous litter (white birch) values after three-month incubation (A-C: %C, %N, C:N ratios) at two temperature treatments (T12=12 °C and T16=16 °C). Letters denote significant differences using Tukey post-hoc comparisons. Boxes display interquartile range, median (line in box), and whiskers are maximum and minimum values excluding outliers (any values over 1.5 times the interquartile range over the 75th percentile or under 1.5 times the interquartile range under the 25th percentile).
3.3.3 Mercury in litter and soil

After three months incubation, the final litter Hg concentrations and Hg:C were higher than the initial concentrations for both litter types at 12 °C, and for the deciduous litter at 16 °C (Table 3.2). The final Hg concentration in conifer needles at 16 °C was slightly lower than the initial Hg concentration while there appears to be a dramatic increase in conifer needles at 12 °C, which corresponds to the greater change in %C observed in at
this temperature. The final Hg concentrations and Hg:C were not significantly different for coniferous litter at 16 °C to the initial values (Table 3.2), but final Hg concentrations and Hg:C were still higher in 12 °C coniferous litter than both deciduous litters (Table 3.2). Final soil Hg concentrations and Hg:C increased across treatments with time (F_{1,30}=35.0, P<0.001) regardless of litter type or if no litter was added, and neither temperature (F_{1,30}=0.06, P=0.801) nor litter type (F_{2,30}=2.32, P=0.115) influenced the final Hg concentrations (Table 3.1). There was no significant main effect of Temperature or Litter on final Hg:C in litter but there was an interaction of Litter and Temperature (F_{1,20}=6.07, P=0.023) whereby the Hg:C was greater at 16 °C for deciduous but lower for coniferous litter and coniferous litter had greater Hg:C at 12 °C.

Table 3.2 Initial and final Hg concentrations (ng g^{-1}) and Hg to C (ng:g) ratios in coniferous (black spruce/ jack pine) and deciduous (white birch) litter before and after three month decomposition incubation at two temperature treatments (12 °C and 16 °C). Values are means ± SE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Litter Type</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Initial Hg (ng g^{-1})</th>
<th>Initial Hg:C (ng:g)</th>
<th>Final Hg (ng g^{-1})</th>
<th>Final Hg:C (ng:g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coniferous</td>
<td>12 °C</td>
<td>37.59 ± 2.7</td>
<td>70.63 ± 4.55</td>
<td>53.90 ± 2.04</td>
<td>109.05 ± 4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 °C</td>
<td>35.31 ± 0.99</td>
<td>69.99 ± 1.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deciduous</td>
<td>12 °C</td>
<td>23.85 ± 0.99</td>
<td>49.52 ± 2.15</td>
<td>36.13 ± 3.60</td>
<td>85.01 ± 16.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 °C</td>
<td>42.93 ± 1.99</td>
<td>90.28 ± 4.44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.4 Porewater carbon

The dissolved organic carbon (DOC) content was generally greater at 16 °C than 12 °C across all treatments and sampling times (Temperature: F_{1,30}=123, P<0.001), and generally increased over the three porewater sampling periods (Time: F_{2,60}=29.29, P<0.001). Deciduous litter treatments also had generally greater overall DOC
concentrations ($F_{2,30}=8.30, P=0.001$) than control and coniferous treatments (Figure 3.4). The increase under both 16 °C and over time was particularly pronounced in the control (no litter) treatments, as well as the coniferous litter treatments, but increases over time were less pronounced or not apparent for the control and conifer treatments at 12 °C (Time × Temperature: $F_{2,60}=14.7, P<0.001$). Mesocosms with coniferous litter had DOC concentrations that remained relatively steady (approximately 260 mg L$^{-1}$) under 12 °C. Additionally, the deciduous litter treatment displayed a different pattern over time from the other two treatments; while 16 °C still showed significantly greater DOC values, mesocosms with deciduous litter had the greatest DOC concentrations during the second sampling period (six weeks) for both 12 °C and 16 °C incubation temperatures (Time × Litter: $F_{4,60}=16.0, P<0.001$).
Figure 3.5 Trends in dissolved organic carbon content (mg L\(^{-1}\)) in organic soil porewater over three-month incubation at two temperature treatments (T12=12 °C and T16=16 °C). Treatments from left to right: control (A; no litter), deciduous litter (B; white birch), and coniferous litter (C; black spruce / jack pine). Boxes represents interquartile range, median (line in box), and whiskers are maximum and minimum values excluding outliers. Measurements were taken once per month.

3.3.5 Porewater mercury

The concentration of Hg in porewater varied with litter type (F\(_{2,30}= 24.2\), P<0.001), temperature (F\(_{1,30}= 21.7\), P<0.001), and also changed over time across treatments (F\(_{2,60}=25.4\), P<0.001). The Hg concentrations tended to be greater in 16 °C treatments. While all treatments started in a similar range of Hg (approx. 150 ng L\(^{-1}\)), the control and coniferous litter Hg concentrations did not change greatly over the experiment, and even
slightly decreased with time (Figure 3.6). While the deciduous litter had similar initial and final Hg porewater concentrations, the concentration dramatically increased after eight weeks incubation at both temperatures, coinciding with a peak in DOC concentration (Figure 3.5B). Porewater Hg was significantly positively correlated with FI ($R=0.25$, $P<0.001$), such that the decrease in Hg over time (except at eight weeks for deciduous litter) was correlated with decreasing FI that suggests an increasing proportion of more aromatic, plant and soil derived DOM. There was also a significant positive correlation between porewater Hg and DOC ($R=0.16$, $P<0.001$), as there was a peak in both DOC and Hg midway through the experiment for deciduous litters at both temperatures. No other porewater chemical proxies were significantly correlated with porewater Hg.
Figure 3.6 Trends in soil porewater Hg concentrations (ng L$^{-1}$) over three-month incubation at two temperature treatments (T12=12 °C and T16=16 °C). Treatments from left to right: control (A; no litter), deciduous litter (B; white birch), and coniferous litter (C; black spruce/ jack pine). Boxes represents interquartile range, median (line in box), and whiskers are maximum and minimum values excluding outliers. Measurements were taken once per month.

3.3.6 Porewater dissolved organic matter proxies

Specific UV absorbance at 254 nm (SUVA$_{254}$), used as an indicator of aromatic carbon content, generally increased over time across treatments (F$_{2,50}$=35.2, P<0.001) indicating an increase in recalcitrant carbon compounds in the DOC (Figure 3.7A-C). Temperature was not significant as a main effect (F$_{1,25}$=2.78, P=0.108) on SUVA$_{254}$ values, although SUVA$_{254}$ values were greater in the 16 °C incubation of the coniferous litter compared to
the 12 °C (Temperature × Litter: F_{2,50}=5.71, P=0.009) (Temperature × Time: F_{2,50}=3.83, P=0.024) (Figure 3.7C). Litter was also not significant as a main effect on SUVA_{254} values (F_{2,25}=2.65, P=0.090), likely because the values are normalized for DOC content that varied based on litter type.

Figure 3.7 Trends in porewater carbon quality measured by specific ultraviolet absorbance at the wavelength 254 nm (SUVA_{254}) over three-month incubation at two temperature treatments (T12=12 °C and T16=16 °C). Treatments from left to right: control (A; no litter), deciduous litter (B; white birch), and coniferous litter (C; black spruce/jack pine). Boxes represent interquartile range, median (line in box), and whiskers are maximum and minimum values excluding outliers. Measurements were taken once per month.
The humification index (HIX), freshness index (BIX), and fluorescence index (FI) determined litter type to be a significant determinant of DOM quality in porewater (F_{6,46}=9.02, P<0.001) with litter trends becoming more apparent over time (F_{6,20}=40.6, P<0.001) (Figure 3.8-3.10). Temperature did not significantly affect these indices (F_{3,23}=2.60, P=0.077), although individual indices showed temperature effects. The HIX values did not follow the same pattern as the other indices across litter treatments, rather HIX values increased steadily in the control at both temperatures (indicating more humified carbon), but values peaked midway through the experiment and then declined for both litter treatments (Figure 3.8A-C). Temperature did not have any clear relationship with the HIX; HIX values under conifer litter tended to be greater incubated at 16 °C compared to 12 °C, while HIX values tended to be lower at 16 °C compared to 12 °C in the deciduous mesocosms.

The BIX and FI values decreased with incubation time across treatments (Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10) with slight plateaus after the second sample for the two litter treatments compared to the control mesocosms (Time × Litter: F_{4,48}=3.69, P=0.011). Values for BIX and FI were lower at 16 °C for the control and coniferous litter mesocosms but were not significantly different between the two temperature treatments for mesocosms with deciduous litter (Time × Temperature: F_{2,24}=1.01, P=0.379). These decreasing FI values suggest more aromatic carbon (terrestrially sourced) released in DOM porewater with time, while decreasing BIX values suggests more DOM derived from decomposition processes over time.
Figure 3.8 Trends in humification index (HIX) values in organic soil porewater over three-month incubation at two temperature treatments (T12=12 °C and T16=16 °C). Treatments from left to right: control (A; no litter), deciduous litter (B; white birch), and coniferous litter (C; black spruce/ jack pine). Boxes represents interquartile range, median (line in box), and whiskers are maximum and minimum values excluding outliers. Measurements were taken once per month.
Figure 3.9 Trends in freshness index (BIX) values from organic soil porewater over three-month incubation at two temperature treatments (T12=12 °C and T16=16 °C). Treatments from left to right: control (A; no litter), deciduous litter (B; white birch), and coniferous litter (C; black spruce/jack pine). Boxes represent interquartile range, median (line in box), and whiskers are maximum and minimum values excluding outliers. Measurements were taken once per month.
Figure 3.10 Trends in fluorescence index (FI) values in organic soil porewater over three-month incubation at two temperature treatments (T12=12 °C and T16=16 °C). Treatments from left to right: control (A; no litter), deciduous litter (B; white birch), and coniferous litter (C; black spruce/jack pine). Boxes represent interquartile range, median (line in box), and whiskers are maximum and minimum values excluding outliers. Measurements were taken once per month.

3.3.7 Respiration

Heterotrophic respiration (CO₂ flux) was greatest in the coniferous litter treatment ($F_{2,30}=20.1$, $P<0.001$) (Figure 3.11C), and decreased with time across all treatments ($F_{5,150}=131$, $P<0.001$) although it seemed to plateau for the litter treatments in the last two measurements. The decrease in respiration over time was more pronounced in the conifer and deciduous litter treatments compared to the no litter control mesocosms (Litter $\times$...
Time, $F_{10,50}=7.73$, $P<0.001$), but litter treatments did not show differences in respiration between incubation temperatures ($F_{1,30}=0.795$, $P=0.380$) (Figure 3.11B-C). However, respiration was greater at 16 °C than 12 °C for the control mesocosms (Figure 3.11A), leading to a significant temperature-by-litter interaction ($F_{2,30}=4.2741$, $P=0.023$).

Figure 3.11 Heterotrophic respiration (CO$_2$) flux of organic soil and litter layer over three-month incubation at two temperature treatments (12 °C and 16 °C; T12 and T16). Treatments from left to right: control (A; no litter), deciduous litter (B; white birch), and coniferous litter (C; black spruce/ jack pine). Data points overlap in each panel (n=6). Boxes represents interquartile range, median (line in box), and whiskers are maximum and minimum values excluding outliers. Measurements were taken every two weeks.
3.4 Discussion

This study suggests that decompositional release of Hg from plant litters depended more on plant litter type rather than on abiotic factors (i.e. temperature) that regulate decomposition rates. Peak concentrations of Hg in porewater were associated with key decomposition products, namely DOC, and the DOM indicators of the source of DOM also suggested that Hg is linked to fresh decomposition products (i.e. FI values). Litter type had a strong influence on DOM quality, and therefore dictates decomposition rates and carbon accumulation in forest soils at local spatial scales (Cornwell et al., 2008).

The C:N of plant litter has long been used as an indicator of litter quality in the decomposition literature (Manzoni et al., 2010, Reich, 2014). Deciduous leaves (including white birch) with lower C:N ratio also generally have more labile sources of C compared to conifer needles (including black spruce / jack pine). Taken together, lower C:N ratios and more easily degradable C compounds as seen in the deciduous litter should decompose more rapidly, but in this study the deciduous litter was not significantly more decomposed (% mass loss) than the conifer litter treatment by the end of the incubation. Despite this I still observed the highest porewater Hg concentrations in the deciduous litter treatments. While %C, %N, and C:N ratios provide valuable information on the quality of the litter they do not identify the nature of the organic matter, which is important for controlling litter decomposition and Hg release rates. For instance, lignin is resistant to enzymatic breakdown, meaning litters with higher lignin content, such as coniferous needles, generally decompose more slowly than litters with lower lignin content (Taylor et al., 1989, Cornwell et al., 2008).

While increases in porewater Hg with deciduous litter were observed, patterns and values for coniferous litter and control soils were similar, suggesting the porewater Hg was derived from the underlying soil in the coniferous treatments, and not the litter. Furthermore, initial porewater Hg concentrations across all treatments were similar, also likely reflecting Hg derived from the soil. Previous studies have highlighted that forest floor Hg is strongly correlated with soil carbon stocks (Schwesig et al., 1998, Obrist et al., 2011), with highest Hg concentrations found in surface organic horizons (Juillerat et al., 2012), while studies of soil profiles have shown Hg concentrations to be fairly stable.
in the mineral horizons at depths < 20 cm (Du et al., 2019). The concentrations of Hg in the soil were within a similar range for other reported Hg concentrations in organic forest soils in North America (Juillerat et al., 2012, Blackwell et al., 2014, Oswald et al., 2014, Blackwell and Driscoll, 2015) as were the Hg concentrations in the white birch leaves (Bushey et al., 2008, Juillerat et al., 2012, Blackwell and Driscoll, 2015) and conifer needle mix (Hall and St. Louis, 2004, Graydon et al., 2006, Blackwell et al., 2014, Blackwell and Driscoll, 2015).

As with mass loss of litter, I expected temperature to be a main determinant for heterotrophic respiration (Karhu et al., 2014), which was the case for bare soil, but when litter was added to the mesocosms any clear effect of temperature disappeared. The lack of temperature response in respiration for the litter treatments may have arisen due to changes in the distribution of moisture in the soil profile caused by the litter layers. Specifically, the white birch leaves created a ‘mat’ like surface on the soil while the upper leaves remained dry. That said, no differences in moisture loss were noted in weekly watering to maintain gravimetric moisture content between the no litter and litter treatments. Another factor to consider is carbon use efficiency (CUE) of the microbial community that may have led to greater respiration rates under coniferous litter because conifer needles require more energy to decompose (i.e., low CUE), resulting in higher metabolic losses and greater CO₂ flux. Differences in microbial CUE may also explain why increased respiration was not reflected in DOC concentrations in the conifer treatment (Frey et al., 2013), and ultimately lower levels of Hg release from less accessible compounds for the microbial community (Sollins et al., 1996). Both litter quality and temperature as decomposition rate-controlling variables also influence the microbial community (Wardle et al., 2004). While I did not explicitly manipulate the microbial community, it is possible that changes in the structure of the microbial community occurred under the different litter addition treatments, especially if there were shifts in soil pH during mesocosm incubation (Sleutel et al., 2012). However, how this could translate into differences in or controls on Hg release from litter is unknown.

Thorough homogenization of the soils did remove the possibility that a microbial home field advantage (where litters decompose more rapidly under the tree they fell from
compared to other environments) (Gholz et al., 2001, Ayres et al., 2009) contributed to the results.

While it is not certain the exact compounds the Hg bind to in plant litter, this work suggests that moderately recalcitrant C compounds are the main source of Hg released from litter. First, the flush of porewater Hg in the deciduous litter was associated with high DOC concentration, yet, despite the coniferous litter having greater starting Hg concentrations, I did not observe a flush of porewater Hg from this litter, suggesting the Hg is also bound to more recalcitrant compounds. The correlated peaks in Hg concentration, DOC concentration, and the HIX in the deciduous litter porewater midway through the experiment indeed suggests Hg release from white birch leaves is associated with mid-level recalcitrant C compounds, specifically aromatic compounds (measured by proxy using SUVA$_{254}$, which increased steadily over time). Furthermore, this increase in Hg, HIX, and DOC also followed a significant decline in BIX, suggesting the Hg is not associated with readily flushed (labile) C compounds that would have been released very early in the incubation. While Hg bound in coniferous litter did not readily enter the porewater over the three months I observed, this also suggests the Hg may be bound to the more recalcitrant C compounds that take longer to break down.

To date there has not been much research linking DOM quality via fluorescence spectroscopy and Hg but it has been recently noted that examining optical properties of DOM provides more insight on the sources and fate of Hg than just DOC concentrations which have traditionally been examined (Jiang et al., 2017, Lescord et al., 2018). While there was a significant correlation between DOC and Hg in the porewater it gives limited information on the compounds Hg is associated with. The significant correlation between FI and porewater Hg however indicates Hg is released along with greater aromatic compounds that lower FI values indicate. Jiang et al. (2017) used fluorescence analyses to trace the origin of Hg in freshwater lakes in China and concluded the composition and reactivity of DOM is a major determinant for mobility and transformation of Hg more so than just DOC content. Similarly, Lescord et al. (2018) also examined DOM quality and its relation to methylmercury (MeHg) concentrations in water and biota and concluded DOM analysis is important for understanding DOM-Hg biogeochemistry.
If litter-bound Hg is associated with more recalcitrant compounds, then this is also potentially linked to a longer residence time in the soil. There are few studies on Hg retention times in forest soils and much of the research done has been in tropical, subtropical (e.g. Ma et al., 2017, Du et al., 2019) and temperate forests (e.g. Demers et al., 2007, Juillerat et al., 2012), rather than the boreal forest (but see Hintelmann et al., 2002). Additionally, studies are often in areas of higher than average background concentrations like many sub-tropical forests in China (Du et al., 2019, Zhou et al., 2019). These forests vary widely in climates, species composition, and soil attributes all of which impact Hg cycling. The Canadian boreal forest is characterized by colder, drier conditions than those in sub-tropical forests of China for example, where much of Hg forest cycling research has taken place. Because climate exerts a major control on decomposition, it is not surprising carbon stocks in forests soils across the globe vary widely, which influence Hg storage and release.

The controls on decomposition ultimately also control potential Hg outflow to aquatic systems (Ravichandran, 2004). Rates of decomposition are expected to increase with increasing temperatures due to climate change (Trumbore, 1997). Although the temperature treatment did not clearly demonstrate this through % mass loss or respiration, DOC output was generally higher in the warmer treatments as were Hg concentrations. In addition to potential changes in Hg caused by increased rates of decomposition under warming, climate change is anticipated shift deciduous tree species northward in the boreal forest (Cramer et al., 2001, McKenney et al., 2007, 2011), which would fundamentally change litter quality inputs to forest soils. Lastly, climate change is also expected to change rates of Hg deposition and partitioning on inputs to forest soils from throughfall and litterfall (Blackwell et al., 2014). Taken together, changes to both litter quantity, litter quality and potential increases in litter Hg concentrations will have cascading effects on decomposition rates and the potential to change the dynamics and partitioning of terrestrial Hg cycling.
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Chapter 4

4 Discussion

4.1 Carbon and mercury cycles in the boreal forest

As the fate of mercury (Hg) in forests is linked to carbon (C), the controls that govern C cycling also regulate Hg cycling. Conifer and deciduous tree types differ in C cycling from foliage growth through to decomposition of litter with differing photosynthetic capacities, leaf longevities, and decomposition rates (Tuomi et al., 2009, Kikuzawa and Lechowicz, 2014). In this thesis I demonstrate that foliage type and environmental conditions regulate Hg cycling in the boreal forest from accumulation in foliage over a growing season into senescence (Chapter 2) to its release from forest litter into the soil pool (Chapter 3).

The boreal zone regulates climate and plays a significant role in biogeochemical cycles including both C and Hg (Brandt, 2009). While this forest zone is understudied regarding Hg cycling relative to other forest types, its expanse across the world makes it necessary to understand global Hg cycling as well as the processes and mechanisms occurring within it. This zone is also projected to experience more pronounced effects of climate warming (Price et al., 2013), so understanding the role of environmental conditions on Hg cycling is critical to forecast how global Hg cycles will change.

Many factors influence litter inputs in a forest such as time post disturbance and species composition, primarily conifer versus deciduous tree types (Chen et al., 2017). Litter quality, while playing an important role in controlling decomposition rates at the forest stand level, can also be considerably variable within a forest stand. I observed high variability in the decomposition of white birch (Betula papyrifera) leaves (both % mass loss and DOC content of white birch porewater), that could account for the high variability in Hg concentration in porewater during a peak observed midway through my experimental incubation (Chapter 3). There was no trend between mass loss and Hg concentration in porewater although the porewater Hg concentrations were measured throughout the experiment and were similar to the first sampling concentration after the
peak while mass loss was only measured at the end. Wardle et al. (2004) notes that heterogeneity in tree stand composition can dictate a ‘patchy distribution’ of litter quality that affects soil organisms within forest soils and can result in variable decomposition rates in nearby areas (Saetre and Bååth, 2000). I homogenized the soil carefully so patchy distribution of soil organisms was likely not present in the mesocosms that could contribute differences in decomposition stage. Still, this suggests Hg release even with similar litters in a natural system can vary both spatially and temporally. Litter quality, considered using carbon to nitrogen ratios, demonstrated the white birch litter was more nutrient rich (i.e. lower C:N driven by greater %N). Despite this difference in quality, the leaf litter did not decompose significantly more than the conifer needles, possibly due to differences in moisture distribution, but still released more Hg over this short time scale.

From the steep increase in Hg concentrations in white birch leaves at the end of the growing season associated with senescence (Chapter 2), to the increase in Hg concentrations post incubation (Chapter 3) it is clear that the quality of litter, both %C, %N, C:N, as well as moisture content, degradation stage, and foliage type, must be considered when examining Hg concentrations. The increase in Hg content in litter observed in Chapter 3 post incubation is most likely a function of mass loss of C. Because it was not possible to mass balance the C and Hg in each mesocosm I can only speculate as to why concentrations increased in both soil and litter. Other studies conducted in field conditions (Hall and St. Louis, 2004, Demers et al., 2007) have also observed an increase in litter Hg concentrations with decomposition but suggested potential translocation of Hg from soil to litter. Hall and St. Louis (2004) noted precipitation events as a potential pathway for Hg to translocate from soils to litter. The mesocosm system I used did not have precipitation events, although moisture levels were maintained through weekly additions of moisture added to the mesocosms from above in a squeeze bottle over the litter, mimicking rainfall. It is unlikely this could have facilitated the Hg transfer as there was no opportunity for movement of water other than vertical percolation whereas different slopes in natural systems and other weathering could contribute to greater variation in moisture distribution in a field setting. Additionally, in field experiments there are more sources of potential Hg inputs such as throughfall that were not present in the controlled mesocosms.
Loss of C in the litter post incubation is clear based on the %C decreases I observed contributing to overall mass loss of litter. The mass loss of C is also what drives the %N values to increase despite there being no inputs of N to the system. A similar effect may occur with Hg concentrations as there were no inputs of Hg to the mesocosms, although the increases in Hg concentration tissues with decomposition requires further research and careful mass balance. Ma et al. (2017), working in subtropical forests, also observed an increase in Hg concentration and N content as decomposition increased, and suggested a biotic mechanism was responsible for the increases such as immobilization of N as Hg binds strongly with organic matter (i.e. C compounds).

During decomposition, labile C compounds are preferentially released from litter before the more recalcitrant C compounds that Hg may be bound to. As conifer needles are more recalcitrant litter overall, this could suggest the Hg is bound to different compounds in each litter type or associated with compounds that are being selectively persevered. Based on the positive correlation between DOC content and Hg concentration, more rapid decomposition would result in more Hg bound to DOM that has the potential to leave the forest ecosystem as a main control on the amount of Hg that can be exported from soils into aquatic systems is decomposition of soil organic matter (Ravichandran, 2004). A similar effect of different Hg concentrations based on leaf color and degradation stage was observed in Chapter 2 (and see Appendix B) whereby Hg concentrations increased as the leaves degraded and turned yellow in color suggesting Hg is bound to C compounds not resorbed during senescence.

Conifer dominated forest stands have been observed to have greater Hg concentrations in litter horizons (Demers et al., 2007, Obrist et al., 2012). However, because conifer needles fall on varying multi-year cycles this does not necessarily translate into greater Hg inputs overall (Demers et al., 2007). The extent to which forest type influences soil overall Hg pools is not well understood. Both Demers et al. (2007) and Obrist et al. (2012) observed significantly greater Hg concentrations in the litter O_a horizon under conifer stands, but the trend was not consistent moving to deeper horizons and Obrist et al. (2012) concluded this was due to higher Hg concentrations in needles from longer exposure time. Richardson and Friedland (2015) assert that vegetation type, specifically
coniferous versus deciduous, controls Hg concentration in upper organic horizons while soil conditions control mineral horizon Hg concentrations. My results suggest vegetation type is a main control of how Hg cycles in forest systems. The forest soil Hg concentrations I measured were in a similar range to other North American forest soils but because I sampled from a mixed forest stand and homogenized the soil, I did not observe any foliage type differences.

4.2 Importance of timing for mercury sampling

While the Hg loading from litterfall every year is variable considering environmental conditions and atmospheric Hg concentrations it is important to consider the timing of sampling before drawing wider conclusions for sampling of foliage tissues. As both chapters demonstrated changing Hg concentrations in foliage tissues with time, it is important that sampling be as consistent as possible. Studies have observed Hg accumulation in the canopy (e.g. Siwik et al., 2007) consistent with my results for the birch leaves, but most studies collect only a few sampling points with gaps of weeks or months between each sample, or have been conducted in laboratory-based environments (e.g. Ericksen et al., 2003, Frescholtz et al., 2003). Depending on when these sampling events occur could bias estimations. As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the onset of senescence caused a more dramatic increase of Hg concentration in both leaves and needles. As the timing of these degradative processes changes annually it is important to consider the forest and leaf stage when sampling.

While conifer needles generally have a greater Hg concentration when they fall as litter, as observed in the initial Hg concentrations in Chapter 3, it takes years for the needle to accumulate this Hg and only contribute to litterfall on multiyear cycles. Deciduous leaves are more commonly investigated regarding Hg uptake (but see Barquero et al., 2019), which have clearer on-tree timelines. Previous Hg uptake rates in conifer needles have been calculated from fallen needles divided by the estimated time on the tree however, needles drop on multiyear cycles, and there can be great variability within a species dictated by factors such as climate and latitude (Reich et al., 1996). For example, when collecting fresh foliage Blackwell and Driscoll (2015) counted nodes on stems to indicate different growing seasons and noted stems had at least three nodes while some had up to
seven representing a large variation in exposure time. This method, however, was not possible for litterfall analysis, so all needles were assumed to be three years old, conservatively biasing their estimates (Blackwell and Driscoll, 2015). Similarly, Kang et al. (2019) estimated needle age based on appearance and used the arithmetic average of four years to calculate needle Hg concentrations. As the black spruce needle Hg concentrations did not clearly increase in the first growing season I observed, assuming linear uptake of Hg can bias litterfall Hg estimations when needle drop and longevity is known to be variable (Reich et al., 1996). Variable needle retention also complicates carbon cycling models (Reich et al., 2014), further obscuring extrapolations for Hg accumulation.

Litterfall, while comprising a main input of Hg into forests (Grigal, 2002, Rea et al., 2002, Assad et al., 2016), does not have standard sampling protocols either. Working with data collected with the National Atmospheric Deposition Program Mercury Deposition Network, Risch et al. (2017) used consistent sampling methods to collect litterfall over six years, the longest standard litterfall sampling collection program at the time. Their sample collection began each year when leaves began to fall in autumn and the contents from litter traps were collected every four weeks for eight to sixteen weeks depending when litterfall was complete. These methods provided a relatively consistent and straightforward approach to litterfall to be able to compare litterfall Hg concentrations across a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. However, these methods are not consistent across studies reporting Hg litterfall collection. Blackwell and Driscoll (2015) for example, left litterfall traps deployed over two years collecting the only litter twice. While it is not feasible to collect litter on broad scales with high frequency, during the interim of litter being collected the litter quantity and quality can change. As I observed in Chapter 3, C was immediately flushed from deciduous litter and a spike in Hg occurred not long after. Litter collected in a trap is generally kept off the ground and less susceptible to decomposition both from mechanical and microbial action, but leaching is free to occur.
4.3 Climate change implications on mercury cycling in forests

Climate change will alter C and Hg cycling across spatial and temporal scales. At a global scale, greenhouse gas emissions and Hg emissions dictate future cycling patterns. Vegetation acts a significant sink for both C and Hg and has an important role in both complex biogeochemical cycles. Vegetation, and specifically the boreal forest that covers approximately 270 million hectares (Brandt et al., 2013), plays a major role in the cycles of C and Hg. A shift in tree species composition, projected as a result of climate change (Parmesan and Yohe, 2003), will then have major ramifications of Hg and C cycling at local and global scales.

There are many factors that determine the future of carbon emissions to the atmosphere, and as a result, the rate and severity of climate change (Collins et al., 2013). Similarly, there are many uncertainties around the future of Hg emissions, the effects of which will be compounded by climate change altering global atmospheric circulation patterns (Krabbenhoft and Sunderland, 2013). While Hg emission projections cite the future of Asia’s energy sector as a main determinant, even with a significant reduction or halt to anthropogenic Hg emissions, Hg will continue to circulate in the atmosphere (Streets et al., 2009, Amos et al., 2013). Amos et al. (2013) estimated that up to 60% of current atmospheric deposition comes from re-emitted Hg from surface reservoirs, demonstrating the importance of understanding Hg biogeochemistry regardless of future Hg emissions projections.

A changing climate will also cause endogenous plant processes to change, which could disturb Hg accumulation mechanisms. For example, stomata act as a main pathway for foliage to uptake Hg, in addition to assimilating C. Stomata are critically important for regulating gas exchange between a leaf’s interior and the atmosphere, most importantly carbon dioxide (CO₂) and water. As a result, stomata influence photosynthesis, nutrient exchange and availability, drought tolerance, hydrology, etc. (see Buckley et al., 2017 for review). There are many factors that control stomatal conductance including environmental signals such as temperature (Urban et al., 2017), light intensity and atmospheric CO₂ concentrations, as well as endogenous factors like plant hormones.
Many of these environmental signals, notably temperature, light intensity, and CO$_2$ concentration, also have been noted to influence Hg uptake as well as Hg distribution in the atmosphere (Graydon et al., 2006). As a result of these changes in gas exchange, and Hg entry into the tissue, will change. Further, CO$_2$ concentrations have been found to covary with Hg(0)$_g$ lending support to vegetation acting as a global pump (Jiskra et al., 2018). Warmer temperatures and changing moisture regimes will alter stomatal control and as a result, foliar Hg uptake and assimilation.

Climate change also forecasts shifts in species composition, notably a shift northward for deciduous species in the boreal forest (McKenney et al., 2011; Figure 4.1) as plant hardiness zones shift (McKenney et al., 2014). This would cause a major shift in litter inputs both in quality and quantity, broadly changing Hg residence times in forests. My results suggest deciduous trees cycle Hg through forests more quickly than conifer species, influencing overall catchment Hg cycles.

Below ground systems are similarly impacted by climate change. Global soil carbon cycles are changing, with soil C being lost with warming temperatures (Bellamy et al., 2005, Crowther et al., 2016), and as the fate of Hg cycling in forests is linked to C, the controls that govern soil C cycling also impact Hg cycling. There are innumerable factors that control overall C decomposition on both global and local scales and within these there are complex links between above ground and below ground processes and communities (Wardle et al., 2004). Latitude and climate play major roles in C cycling by dictating species composition, growing season length, broad scale patterns of decomposition (McGuire et al., 2002, Cornwell et al., 2008), but short-term environmental conditions also majorly influence C cycles by controlling things like plant growth and timing of senescence (Lim et al., 2007). The influence and importance of each of these factors is not understood for Hg there is great uncertainty surround the future of terrestrial Hg cycling (Obrist et al., 2018). Climate change will also have major implications on hydrology (Trenberth et al. 2003), which is a major determinant of Hg transport in forests (Oswald et al., 2014).
Figure 4.1 Current observed (1971-2000; left) and projected (2071-2100; right) climate suitability zones for Trembling Aspen (*Populus tremuloides*) in Canada based on scenario Representation Concentration Pathway 8.5 from IPCC assuming carbon emissions continue. Figure used with permissions from Natural Resources Canada, 2016 based on McKenney *et al.*, 2011, 2014.

4.4 Study limitations and future directions

My results highlight the need for further research comparing Hg accumulation in conifer and deciduous trees. The solar radiation sensors and anemometers used in Chapter 2 on the tower showed different environmental conditions based on height but despite these differences I observed no trend of Hg accumulation by height or atmospheric Hg concentration. Because of the inherent variation in environmental conditions I observed, as well as other factors I did not measure (e.g. temperature gradient, humidity gradient) it is not possible to determine if there were no trends observed because of one or a combination of those factors. A laboratory-based growth study could control for light conditions (see Stamenkovic and Gustin, 2009) on foliar tissue but replication of forest conditions in a laboratory setting is nearly impossible. Further observation of Hg concentrations at different heights in the forest however, with active or passive Hg air monitoring, would contribute to understanding factors controlling Hg accumulation. In other forests with different canopy structures perhaps there would be a clear atmospheric Hg gradient, which would likely contribute to accumulation differences in foliar tissues.
With the onset of senescence leaves experience photodegradation because of reduced chlorophyll pigment that helps to filter light from leaf tissue that is damaging to leaf tissues (Hollósy, 2002). Light is also understood to be responsible for photoreduction and subsequent volatilization of Hg (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998), which can occur from leaf tissue (Yuan et al., 2019). In a preliminary experiment to this work, I observed different Hg concentrations in fallen White birch leaves that were different colors (Appendix B), although replicating this (Chapter 2) did not yield a statistically significant result. Fallen green, yellow, and brown leaves, representing a visual gradient of chlorophyll loss, were collected at the same time and the green leaves had higher Hg concentration than the yellow leaves. The brown leaves showed the greatest Hg concentration however this is likely due to preferential loss of other compounds in the leaf as it degrades further. Based on these data and the relationship between chlorophyll, light, and Hg, I hypothesized that with the onset of senescence Hg is volatilized from leaf tissues before litterfall occurs. To test this, I set up shade cloths at the end of August 2019 (approximately 50% and 100% reduction in PAR) at the upper tower level to see how Hg concentrations would change during senescence without direct exposure to light. However, the experiment was not successful, as I suspect the shading triggered senescence early and sped up the tissue degradation, and when I returned in mid-September most of the leaves had severely degraded in quality and abscised from the branch; of the remaining on-branch leaves I did not observe a trend in Hg concentration based on light exposure. A more controlled, high intensive sampling version of this experiment could better test this hypothesis. Shading of plants or trees in a laboratory-based setting would provide greater control on environmental conditions and sampling availability or a field-based experiment that sampled more frequently immediately after the shading was set up would also provide field-based conditions of light permeation.

One major challenge in studying Hg and decomposition in mesocosm incubation experiments is accounting for the artificial conditions. While it is true for all laboratory-based studies that draw conclusions about real world conditions, it is difficult to mimic field-like conditions that can play a major role in decomposition. For example, one of the first stages of decomposition is mechanical degradation largely facilitated by soil fauna and weathering, was not feasible to include in the mesocosm study. Similarly, the
flushing of DOM and associated Hg from litter and SOM would be largely controlled by precipitation events that vary in severity, duration, and frequency. While there was periodic removal of DOM (and associated Hg) from the porewater sampling in field conditions the DOM-Hg complexes would flow out of the system on a more regular basis influenced by precipitation and hydrology. A similar, field-based observational study using lysimeters to collect soil porewater in the autumn would provide field conditions and real time flushing of DOM for analysis.

Future research should also examine decomposition of forest litter and Hg on a longer time scale. While I observed an increase in Hg concentrations midway through the incubation from the deciduous leaves, I did not observe such an event for conifer needles. It remains unclear if this is because the Hg is released more slowly, consistently throughout decomposition or if a spike would have occurred after the three-month incubation period. An incubation of six or nine months would provide further insight into Hg release via leachate in both litter types and whether there is a peak in Hg release in coniferous litter or if it is a steadier release, and whether there are multiple peaks with deciduous litter. Additionally, incubation on different substrates would provide insight into DOM quality changes with Hg release. Using a substrate such as sterile sand or artificial soils under the litter would reduce any 'swamping' effects of the forest soil I likely observed in Chapter 3. Future research is also needed to understand Hg retention in forest soils with changing precipitation regimes. Additional research should also focus on identifying compounds Hg binds to in foliage to predict release and subsequent export or retention in soils and compare between deciduous and coniferous species.

Finally, it is unclear how representative white birch and black spruce (with jack pine in Chapter 3) are for their foliage type (deciduous and coniferous, respectively). While the use of only three species limits data extrapolation to the boreal forest as a whole or to other species, these are common species across the boreal forest and fall within the genera of cold-tolerant trees noted to characterize the boreal zone (Brandt et al., 2013). As noted in Chapter 3, there have been observations of Hg concentrations in all three species in other studies (white birch: Bushey et al., 2008, Juillerat et al., 2012, Blackwell and Driscoll 2015; black spruce and jack pine: Hall and St. Louis, 2004, Graydon et al.,
2006, Blackwell et al., 2014, Blackwell and Driscoll, 2015), which were similar both to the concentrations I observed but also to other deciduous and coniferous species sampled in the areas of those studies. Additionally, all three of these species are expected to have range shifts with climate change (McKenney et al., 2007, 2011).

4.5 Conclusions and significance

Overall, both the field-based study observing Hg accumulation (Chapter 2) and the laboratory incubation mesocosm experiment (Chapter 3) revealed foliage type — both fresh and as litter — to influence Hg cycling in forest ecosystems. Deciduous foliage moves Hg through the ecosystem more quickly by accumulating more atmospheric Hg over a single growing season, has a larger input of litter onto the forest floor annually, and then enters the soil pool more rapidly via decomposition. Conifer needles did not accumulate Hg at the same rate and over one growing season did not accumulate as much Hg as the leaves but experienced growth more consistently over their first growing season. White birch leaves had Hg uptake rates similar to those of PASs before senescence began and could be used on a broad scale for atmospheric Hg monitoring, but new conifer needles did not act as effective PASs. Further, the Hg that the conifer needles accumulate over one summer does not enter the soil pool that year but instead the needles, and associated Hg, fall on multi-year cycles. Once deposited to the ground, deciduous litter demonstrated a more rapid release of Hg via leachate than conifer needles in the incubation experiment.

Projected changes to climate will be gradual and communities, both above and below ground, will respond over time but the scales of these changes are unclear. While there remains a large knowledge gap around terrestrial Hg cycling, this research can contribute to better predictions of recovery times for contaminated lake fisheries and catchments. Understanding how Hg moves in forests and the influence of forest type will contribute to better understanding of the potential Hg that could be transported out of forest soils. The study site in Chapter 2, and the litter and soil collection site in Chapter 3, is directly upslope from several boreal peatlands that have demonstrated Hg methylation. The DOM bound Hg entering the soil pool in the forest has potential then to flow out from my study site to these sites of methylation. There are many factors that control the Hg outflow from
upland sites, the main one being hydrology that is largely catchment specific (Oswald et al., 2014).

Downstream from forests, particularly in aquatic environments and the noted peatlands, methylation can occur. Through this process methylmercury (MeHg) is produced, which is a potent neurotoxin that can bioaccumulate and biomagnify in the food chain and can pose severe health risks for both humans and wildlife (Mergler et al., 2007). There has been much research done further downstream from forests (as opposed to within forests) focusing on methylmercury concentrations in fish (Harris et al., 2007), as this is a common exposure source for humans to high MeHg concentrations. Research has also examined Hg concentrations in terrestrial environments such as high elevation montane forests, and in a range of species including insects, salamanders, and birds (Cristol et al., 2008, Rimmer et al., 2010). Experimental data using enriched stable isotopes has demonstrated that methylation of Hg is proportional to Hg inputs into the system (Harris et al., 2007). So, understanding the controls on release of Hg from forest soils will contribute to better predictions on the recovery time of contaminated watersheds and how future Hg cycles will be impacted by climate change.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance results and multivariate analysis of variance results for changes in (final – initial) %C, %N, and C:N ratios of coniferous (black spruce and jack pine) and deciduous (white birch) litter measured before and after three-month incubation at two temperature treatments (12 °C and 16 °C).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Litter</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Litter × Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%C</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>44.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%C</td>
<td>Change</td>
<td>0.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%N</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%N</td>
<td>Change</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C:N</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C:N</td>
<td>Change</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B: Mercury (ng g⁻¹) concentrations of senesced white birch litter collected October 2018. Visually sorted into color groups green, yellow, and brown. Leaves were oven dried at 60 °C for 48 hours before homogenization and analysis following US EPA 7473. Letters denote significant differences based on one-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc comparisons using leaf color as main effect (F₂,₈=33.4, P<0.001)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Green</th>
<th>Yellow</th>
<th>Brown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hg ng g⁻¹</td>
<td>27.52</td>
<td>19.37</td>
<td>45.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28.07</td>
<td>19.49</td>
<td>59.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.43</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>44.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>27.34ᵇ</td>
<td>18.7ᵇ</td>
<td>49.78ᵃ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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